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FOREWORD 

By Dr. James H. CousinSi D.Xitt 
In this treatise on the canons of Indian art and 

the assthetical principles on which they were founded, 

Professor Bose adds to the debt of gratitude, already 

considerable, which students of human culture owe 

him for his painstaking researches in regions not ordi¬ 

narily accessible, and for making them available to 

the general reader. 

It is true that all authentic creative art springs 

from inner impulses beyond the touch of tradition. 

Dut it is equally true that the moment such an impulse 

is put into expression, it is inevitably connected with 

matters of method, materials and environment which 

pass along from aitist to artist and from age to age 

certain distinctive qualities that make their own 

history of racial and national peculiarity of art-expres¬ 

sion. Geographical and climatic conditions impart 

certain continuing elements. Political circumstances 

introduce modifications. But behind external cir¬ 

cumstances, and wonting through them, is the funda¬ 

mental conception as to the nature of the universe 

and the relation of humanity to that universe which 

produces the general attitude to- life, stod art. Where 

a cultural tradition has not suffered, a complete break, 

such as Egypt, Greece and Italy have suffered, but is 

continuous, as in the case of India, the lapse of time 

puts little or no psychological distance between past 

and present. The thougts and feelings that moved 
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the ancient! to creatitre expression are potent in the 

modemik Time brings ks elaborations and tophisti- 

pwti^y in externals, but leaves the foundations of 

iniisr life unmoved. 
There is, therefore, a double value in a work such 

AS that which Professor Bose has here undertaken. To 

scientific scholarship it presents gifts of fiicts and a 

guide to more. To artists and lovers of art it opens 

doors to an understanding of impulses and ideas 

which have moved vaguely within them; and brings 

a realisation of the truth that the creative artists 

of to-day in India are not merely heirs to a cultural 

estate that was established in a distant golden age 

and passes with increasing thinness from generation 

to generation, but that they are themselves, as were 

their progenitors, direct and immediate participotars 

in an eternal creative activity which only asks the 

same devotion, discipline and high purpose as it found 

in the artists of the past in order to attain the same 

glortons results in the present. 
James H. Cousins. 



INTRODUCTION 
I have tried, in the following pagae^ to set forth the Indian 

point of view of the Lidian Art, wUch has a long history be¬ 

hind it It is a happy sign that the art-critics, both Indian 

and European, are nowadays paying more attention to India 

^sUietics. In India, we have art-critics like Dr. A. N. Tagore, 

Mr. O. C. Ganguly, Dr. A. Coomarswami Mr. B. K. Sarkar and 

others. The principles of Indian SUpasastra as expounded by 

Indian dcdrym, have, however, received scanty attention. I 

have gathered together those principles in this book. 

My thanks are due to Pamiit Nitavinod GoC^azilf And 8j: 

A. Chalamaya lor their valuable suggiestlntilk 

Ist Oct. 1926 

Visvabharati 

Santiniketan 

Phaitlfidra Nfttfr Bose 
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PlUNClPLES OF INDIAN 
Silpa-Sastra 

CHAPTER I 
Origin of Bilpa. 

From the primitive times man is always trying to express 

his innate idea of beauty. That is the 
Origin of art. 

supreme movement to which man is con¬ 

centrating all his attention. Though he was handicapped by 

end'Iess obstacles from the very beginning, yet he tried his 

best to give vent to that idea of beauty. Even in the hoary 

antiquity, he was trying to give form to his natural craving 

for the beautiful by drawing with his unskilled hand the 

pictures of animals, men and various other scenes as evidenced 

from the Spanish caves. Such examples of pre-historic painting 

giving proof of man’s in-born yearning for beauty, fortunately, 

are not wanting in India. The oldest hunting scenes have 

been discovered in India, on the walls of a group of caves in 

the Kaimur ranges of Central India. Other drawings of human 

beings, animals and hunting scenes are met with in Central 

Provinces in the Raigarh State near the village of Singhanpur,! 

as well as in the caves of the Mirzapur district of the’ United 

Provinces. Those people who are still leading a primitive 

life, also try to give expression to their ideas of beauty in 

their crude drawings on their walls and in their love for flowers. 

They make crude pictures, because they find pleasure in 

creating that picture. They donot care whether other pebple 

would- like their drawings or not. They reveal themsblves in 

their {Mctures. Dr. Tagore, therefore, says—' In Art man 

1. Percy Brown, Indian Painting, pp. 15-16, 



reveals himself and not his objects/* The maxim—'The 

thing of beauty is joy for ever,’ is true in all ages and all 

countries. As a thing of beauty is the source of joy for ever, 

so the artists try to arrest the passing away of that object of 

beauty in some permanent form. This gives rise to art 

and sculpture. We must, however, remember that in Art 

there is not only the idea of beauty, but also of truth ; both 

are inseparably mixed together. If Art tries to give expression 

only to the idea of Beauty, it cannot stand the test of ages. 

It must stand with Truth. Truth and Beauty cannot be 

separated, both are woven together to produce Art. It has, 

therefore, been said that Beauty is Truth and Truth is Beauty. 

Human feeling or emotion may give rise to Art; it may 

also be due to accident. The artists and sculptors try to 

represent their notion of the beauty and of truth in thdr 

pictures and sculptures. In different countries the artists try 

to give form to that idea of Beauty and of Truth in different 

ways. Their expression depends much on the training they 

have received, the culture they have imbued, and the tradition 

they are following. It is difficult to fix the criterion of 

Beauty. A picture may appeal to a particular man and not 

to others. But if a picture is universal, if it transcends all 

limits of time and space, it will be appreciated by all people 

in all countries. When a picture tries to reveal the world 

of truth and beauty, it then belongs to no particular country, 

but to the whole mankind. There it fulfils its object. It 

has been rightly said by the Poet Rabindranath: ** This 

building of man’s true world,—the living world of truth and 

beauty,—is the function of Art.’^* 

We must, however, remember that the idea of Beauty 

and of Truth is not the only inspiration to art and sculpture 

a. Personality p. 12. 
8. IM p. 81, 
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in the world. It is one of the fundamental causes to which 

art and sculpture owe their origin. The idea of ‘ Art for Art's 

sake/ cannot carry on any Art movement. The master-minds 

of the movement can pin their faith to the maxim—* Art 

for Art's sake/ but the artist of common rank is totally unable 

to follow such a noble maxim. He must have some purpose 

in creating his Art, and for many ages and in many countries 

Religion served as the purpose of the general artists. It cannot 

be gainsaid that Religion gave a great impetus to the 

development of Art and sculpture. In India, as in Egypt, 

Assyria and Babylonia, /Sftfpa (art) was mainly dependent on 

Religion. In India, from the time of Asoka, religion supplied 

the motive power for If the Indian iSilpins had not 

obtained religion as the vehicle of Indian Silpa^ the marvellous 

development of Indian Art would have becoriie quite impossible. 

Both Buddhism and Hinduism as well as Jainism were instru¬ 

mental in the evolution and development of Indian Art. The 

famous lion-pillar of Sarnatha, the railings of Bharhut and 

pillars and gates of Sanchi, show what Buddhism has con¬ 

tributed to the development of Indian Art and sculpture. The 

Gftndhara School or Gupta School only gave expression to 

the Buddhist and Hindu religious ideals. 

In tracing the history of art and sculpture in India, we 

find that the earliest relics which have 
Origin of Indian art. i. a i 

come down to us belong to the Asokan 

Period. These relics of art and sculpture are undoubtedly 

Buddhistic in origin. Through this Buddhist religion, these 

artists tried to give expression to their idea of Beauty and 

Truth. If they had not represented what was sundaram and 

tifUam in Buddhism, the remains of Buddhist art would not 

huve been appreciated by people in ail countries. Thus, the 

Indian artists expressed the idea of beautiful even through the 
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Buddhist ideals. The artists, who were responsible for their 

execution were imbued with the Buddhist ideals, or they 

would not have represented on Bharhut pillars the story of 

MAy& Devi’s dream or the story of the gift of Jetavana to 

Lord Buddha by Anathapindada, or the story of Miga 

]&taka. It is true that all these representations are not of a 

high standard, there are some which may be called crude. 

The artists of that period found delight (dnandam) in making 

those representations, however crude they may be. There 

are, fortunately, others, like the lion pillar or bull-pillar of 

Sarnatha, which can stand the test of ages. They are 

superb in execution. The artists tried their best to represent 

the idea of the beautiful. We can say with the poet that 

‘ there in the artist is an element of the superfluous in his 

heart’s relationship with the w'orld, and Art has its birth. 

Thus the Indian Art begins with crude representations as 

well as works of finer execution. In the history of any art 

movement we cannot hope to find artists of superior order only, 

there must be inferior artists also. It is so in the history of 

Indian Art. The fine workmanship of the Asokan pillar at 

Sarnath and the inferior quality of the female statues of the 

same period, lead scholars to conclude that there were two 

different schools of art even at the time of Asoka We are, 

however, unable at the present time to determine what can¬ 

onical school of Silpci, these artists of the Asokan age followed. 

It is rather possible that they were bound by no strict 

rules and regulations. The early artists 
Origin of ^ilpaftastra. ideas and they tried to give 

shape and form to those ideas. They allowed their brush 

ot chisel full liberty and tried to develop their own workman¬ 

ship. They had no tradition to follow, but to build up their 

own tradition for posterity. We need not therefore, be 



sufpri9«d if some of their representations would be crude in 

execution. When others followed, they tried to improve the 

standard, but it required a genius to raise the standard of art 

and sculpture. In the work of Sanchi pillars or Sarnatha 

pillar the hand of such a genius is observable. These 

sculptors, however, did not so long make any image of 

Lord Buddha, because the worship of Lord Buddha was 

forbidden by Buddha himself. The artists of the Gandhara 

School weie the 6rst to make the images of Lord Buddha. 

It is doubtful whether the Gandhara sculptors followed any 

Silfa canons. The inspiration might have come from the 

Greek School. The Indian artists perhaps saw the Greek 

statues, which had been introduced in the North-Western 

India, and thought—Here is our model,” and fashioned the 

Images of Buddha accordingly. They took the outward form 

from the Greek School, but they tried to infuse life into the 

new images of Buddha. They attempted to make the figures 

of Buddha befitting his meditation and Sddhand, Though 

the contemplative (dhydna) mood of Buddha did not develop 

so much in the Gandhara Sjhool, it reached its highest per¬ 

fection in the sc ulptures of the Gupta Period. 1 he?e artists, 

whose productions are now to be seen at Sarnath, did not 

follow the Greek model. The training they had received told 

them to represent Lord Buddha in dhydna mood sitting 

under the sacred Bodhi tree and trying to find a solution to 

the miseries of the world. They first of all had that picture 

in their mind and tried to give expression to that contemplative 

mood of Buddha, The representations of Buddha of this 

neo-school, whether sitting and turning the wheel of law or 

standing or in a meditative posture, mark the excellence of 

artistic execution. As soon as the worshipper look at these 

Sarnath statues they are filled with the same spirit of reverence 

and admiration. These artists were not, fortunately, bound 



by any feters of rules; they were the creators of models and 

rules, which other inferior artists are to follow. They did not 

bother whether the head of the image would be of four 

angulu8 or nose of five angulna or the hand of twenty angulas. 

They set to work with chisel and their own idea, and not 

with any SUpj^Sdsira in their hands. They wanted to create, 

so they had liberty and latitude. They tried to make the 

images Sdntam^ Sivam and Sundaram, so they broke through 

all bonds of canons. If they had been bound down by the 

strict rules of Silpi§datra^ they could not have produced the 

finest images in the domain of Indian sculpture. They were 

not to follow the ^ilpoHatra, but the writers of Silpa were to 

follow them. The peculiarities of the best artists were noted 

by Silpdchdryoia and passed as Silpa maxims for the posterity. 

When did the ^ilp^hdsiraa come into existence ? These 

canonical rules of Silpd were compiled in the age which 

witnessed the decline of Indian art. After the Sarnatha 

School, there was an appreciable fall in the high standard of 

Indian Art. It was, no doubt, due to the absence of any 

talented artist in the succeeding ages. As the real gifted 

artists became few in numbers, some rules became necessary 

for guiding the common artists. The artists of inferior calibre 

could not produce any image which might be as beautiful, as 

calm, and as contemplative as the images of Buddha of the 

Gupta Period. What they could not contribute in the form 

of quality and excellence, they tried to make up in the shape 

of quantity and outward form. To guide them in giving the 

outward form to images and in adding elaborate decorations, 

these &Hpn, canons became necessary.* So. we find the 

founders of schools enforcing these rules on the artists. 

They argued that as they could not inspire the artists ndth 

genuine artistic tendencyi it was better to insist on form. 

We can note its effect in the statues of the P6st<<3u{Aa period, 
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in which elaborate decorations take a prominent place* In 

them, beauty has been sacrificed to the altar of form and 

outward decorations. These images are more crude and 

inartistic than their predecessors. We donot mean to say that 

all the images of the later period are crude and devoid of 

beauty. There were some which were as good as or even 

better than their predecessors. In those cases, the artists 

had little regard for the conventional rules of lSilpa6ddtra^ 

but gave full play to their chisel and their own idea. 

As soon as these canonical rules of Silpa came into 

existence, the ^Updcharyaa refused to allow any deviation from 

these rules. The result was the cripling of the high standard 

of art and sculpture. The artists were bound down so to say 

and could not give full play to their talent. Those, however, 

who had extraordinary genius, broke through the feters and 

produced such images as are considered best through the ages. 

Broadly speaking, therefore, the growing up of the vast Silpa 

literature coincides with the decline of art and sculpture in 

India. Just as in literature, a set of rules of Alamhdra 

(Poetics) prevented the free play of the poets, so also these 

SUpa canons struck at the fountain of inspiration of the artists 

and sculptors. 

We, therefore, come to the conclusion that the bulk of 

the Silpa literature in India grew up in the post Gupta period. 

There are many ^ilpa works which were composed in the 

tenth or eleventh century A. D. The period, which saw the 

growth of the SUpa books, extends from the sixth century 

A. D* to the eleventh or twelfth century. 



CHAPTER II 
Silpa^traa. 

The SdpcL^dsiraa preserve for us the tradition of Indian 

art and sculpture. In them we find the conventional rules 

which the Indian artists and sculptors used to follow. In our 

attempt to reconstruct the history of Indian art, we cannot 

overlook the mass of iSilpa literature that has come down to 

us. They supplement our knowledge of Indian art derived 

from the images and sculptures of ancient India. 

It must be remembered that the major portion of old 

SUp^idstra has been lost to us by the peculiar climate of the 

country and by worms and insects. The ravages of Moslem 

invaders are also responsible for the destruction of iSilpa 

Mss. Fortunately, the extant Mss. are being discovered and 

edited by competent scholars. 

The literature of Indian art and sculpture prevailing at 

the present day may be grouped under three heads : 

(1) Vdstu^^tra or the science of architecture, 

(2) Silpi-^Hra or the science of sculpture, 

and (3) Citra autra or the science of painting. 

At present we get the following books under Vdatu-^tra: 

(i) Vdatu-vidyd is edited by M M. T. Ganapati SAstri 

and included in the TrivaTidrum Sanahrit 8eriea 

in 1913. The writer of this book recognises 

Visvakarman as the god of the Mpina, he might 

have as the source of information the work of 

Visvakarman. The book contains sixteen chapters. 

It begins with the examination of the earth suit* 

able for vdatu land. It deals with the doors, vedi, 
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house-building and tile^aking and several other 

things. 

(2) Mdnushyalayaohandrikd is also edited by 

MM. T. Ganapati SAstri and published by the 

Travancore Government in 1917. The book con¬ 

tains seven chapters and, as its name implies, deals 

with the subject of the construction of houses of 

men. Like other books it begins also with the 

examination of the vdatu land. 

(3) Mayamatam is edited by the same scholar and 

published in 1919. It is an authoritative work on 

the subject of Indian architecture and is oft-quotcd 

by later writers. The book at present contains 

34 chapters and deals with among other things 

the laying out of villages and towns, go-pura, 

man^pa^ king’s palace, doors, Imga and ptfha. 

The book is ascribed to the sage Maya. 

(4) Silpdratnam is edited by the same editor and 

published from Travancore in 1922. The book is 

also an important work on Indian art and 

architecture. It has two parts, the first one 

containing 46 chapters dealing with architectural 

subjects and the second of 35 chapters treating 

mainly of iconography. At present only Part I 

is published containing one chapter on painting. 

The remaining chapters deal with varied subjects 

such as, the characteristics of an dedrya and of a 

Mpin, the laying out of villages, towns, houses, 

palaces, doors, steps, forana mapdapa^ ndiya- 

man^pa and other allied subjects. 

(5) Another book named yuTct^halpa^taru has been 

edited by Isvara Ch, S&stri in the 
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Calcutta Oriental Scries in 1917. The chapter 23 

in this book deals with vaitu. 

(6) Brhat aamhitd by the sage VarAhamihira (Calcutta^ 

1317B.S.) in chapter 53 deals with VdBtthvidya and 

in chapter 56 with Prdaada-^laJcsanam. 

(7) Another interesting book on architecture, published 

recently, is Samardnganaautradhdra by the king 

Bhojadeva. It is edited by MM. T. Ganapati 

SAstri and included in the Gaikwad’s Oriental 

Series (1924). It traces the origin of SUfaidatra 

aiid represents Visvakarman as speaking about 

these subjects to his sons. It also covers a wide 

range from the laying out of villages, cities and 

forts to the making of several instruments or 

ydntraa, such as elephant machine, vimana 

machine, door-keeper machine, soldier machine and 

others. 
(8) VUvakarmapraJeai^tn, which has been published 

from Bombay in 1971 Sam vat, is another impor¬ 

tant book on the subject. It also deals with 

Vdsiuvidyd and is ascribed to Vibvakarman. 

(9) Some of the PurSnas also deal with this 

subject. Of these mention should be made of 

(i) Mo^tsyajmrdnam which has chapters 252-257 

dealing with Vdstuvidyd, (2) of Agn^furdnam^ 

chapter 104 on prd9dda4aksaikam, chapter 105 on 

grhadivdstm and chapter 106 on nagarddh&$iu^ 

(3) of G<irudafurd^am,chaj^ter 46 on Vdaiunitfiaya^ 

chapter 47 on Irdaddalak^anctm^ and (4) of 

BhaviiyapurdMtn, 

For the science of Painting, there is, however, only a few 

books preserved for us. We have in Tibetan, the translation 

^ ^ifra-Iofc^a^am, which has been edited and translated into 



^ibrman by Berthold Laufer (Lciprig, 1913)- In Visnudhar* 

maUarafn, we have a chapter on Gifra^sutra^ portions of wliich 

have been translated into English by Dr. S. Kramrisch in the 

pages of the Calcutta Review (February 1924). The last 

chapter of Silparatnam, edited by MM. T. Ganapati SAstri 

alsp tceats of CHrorlahaanam, a discussion about which was 

made by Mr. K. P. Jayaswal in J. B. O. R. S. and in Modern 

Review, XXXUI, p. 734- 

Let us now turn to the literature dealing with Indian 

sculpture. Unfortunately, we have few books dealing exclu¬ 

sively with the branch of Indian sculpture. We have only a 

few chapters dealing with the art of image-making in the 

following books 

(1) Thus in Brhatsamhitd (chapter, 58) we get a 

discourse on Prafifwd/afc^wa dealing with inaages 

in general and some gods in particular. 

(2) In Suhraniti (chapter IV) we find measurements ot 

images and allied topics dealt with. 

(3) Ir» Vianuiharmottarapurdnam (Part III) we have 

description of some particular gods. 

(4) ilatayapurdnam. (chapter 259) gives the measure¬ 

ments of images in general as well as description 

of a few particular gods. 

(5) In Agnipurdnam (chapter 49) we have Fratimd 

Idkaanam spoken of. 

Leaving aside these printed materials, which are available 

to all scholars, w.e h,4ye now to turn to unpublished Mss. or 

other published books which are not well-known to scholars. 

We refer, first of all to a Ms. in the Ms. Department of the 

Visvabharati Library. The Ms. relates to FratimMahaana 

and is wr4tAo in M4l&yal,am script. It is, l^ever, preceded 

by another Silpaaiatra called KatyafOhSanMti^ at the end of 



"eyery chapter of which we find it written 

... except in the last one. 

This KMyafo^amUta contains 94 folios, after wWch 

there is a blank leaf. Then follow four written folioi, which 

donot seem to be connected with the above-mentioned Kiiyafa- 

sanihita, because in the left margin of the first of these leaves 

is giv^n in a different hand:— 

This new book Markamleyarmtavdstuidstram does not 

seem to be complete ; some of its leaves are certainly missing 

as the first line begins with the middle of a letter in the middle 

of a sentence. Thus 

. 
This chapter seems to deal with the rules about temples, 

because at the end of the chapter we read :— 

^ wm 
After this chapter on temple, there begins the chapter 

on Pratimalaksana, wliidi, though fortunately complete, 

abounds with mistakes. The book ildrkan^yamata seems to 

be an anthology on the lines of Mayamata containing different 

chapters on different topics such as dwalaya, iprcdima etc. 

The next chapter of the book, which deals with dress, is 

missing in our Ms. It ends abruptly :— 

II 

11 



We donot know how many chapters this M&Th(m4^yamatn 

contained. Unless we get other copies of this Ms. from other 

Libraries and have them properly compared and collated, we 

cannot expect to have a reliable text. We give a few extracts 

in the Appendix from the text relying on one Ms. only in I he 

hope that other Mss. might be traced from other parts of India, 

especially from Southern India, as the text is in Malayalapi 

character. 

It is rather fortunate that the chapter on Pratimalakaana 

in this Malayalam Ms. is complete. If we can set up a correct 

and reliable text of this chapter, it will add a new chapter to 

the existing Silfa literature of ancient India. We donot, 

however, know anything of the age of the Ms. nor of its writer. 

It is difficult to say who the real writer of this book was: 

whether it is K&syapa or MArkancJbya or Visvakarman. Each 

has his claim as the writer of this work. In the first place, 

we have it along with the Kd6yapar8amhitd; secondly, in the 

beginning it is written that it is Mdrkandeyamata-vdstu hdstra 

and also at the end of the chapter on devdlaya ; thirdly, at 

the end of the chapter on Praiimd we find it stated that the 

Work is composed by Visvakarman. Now, who is the real 

author Mftrkandeya or Visvakarman ? Though we are unable 

to answer this question definitely from the materials at our 

disposal, we would be inclined to credit Mftrkandey^ as the 

probable writer of this text. 

The Ms. is called Pratimdrhh^na^^idMnam. Like all 

other books it gives the measurement of a tdla^ which is equiva¬ 

lent to twelve aihgulaa. Though in one place, the writer makes 

the face equal to one tala or la aihgulas, yet in another place 

he makes it equal to thirteen aihgulas. It is to be noted 

that the measurements given in this Ms. do not tally with 

tbeea in other booke. Towards the end of the ebapter^lhe 
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writer -ipAaks of the ornaments necessary for the fratima$ 

for the purpose of decoration. 

There is another book dealing with the same topic, 

but was so long unnoticed by Indologists. '1 he book is called 

Mayavotiu, printed (in 1916) in Madras in Telegu character. 

As it is printed in Telegu character, it has so long escaped 

the attention of scholars. When I came across this book, 

to my utter astonishment I found that the name of the 

book Mayavaslu is really a misnomer, because it does not 

deal with vMtu-hdstra or the science of architecture, but 

with images. We reproduce the I'ext in Devanftgari character 

in the Appendix, 

This book Mf^yO'VSstu is divided into four chapters. 

The first chapter deals with the making of images according 

to the nine Wia measurement. It first gives the proportion of 

each limb of the images in general and then proceeds to give 

the measurements of the images of goddesses. The last part of 

this chapter (slokas 22-34) <'oes not, however, treat of praiimat, 

but of the temple where the images are to be enshrined 

and its different parts. The second chapter lays down how 

to make smaller images, but slokas 12-24 again treat of 

temples, which would be auspicious according to astronomical 

calculations. The earlier portions of chapter 3, lay down 

some general principles of image-making. The sculptors 

are warned against the making of any image, which is 

oripfrfed or out of proportion. If they make any such image, 

death and sorrow would come to them. The rest of tjie 

chapter (elokas 16-31) deal with the qualifications of the 

iilpin, his praise and respect which should be given to him. 

The last chapter deals with the errection of Go^uram. At 

the epJ of the book, it is called Jfxy liidsfrum and not 

ip tihe text the iMids ie QAiled 
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igamah. In sloka ai, chapter i. we find it stated that 

this M^yoLm'ita a'larmh is the essence of and made in 

accordance to Mdmsdra^ Odrgeyam^ Mdric^m^ atriyam, and 

all other idsfras Maya, to whom this book is ascribed, 

is spoken of as an instructor in Vdstu^dstra in M^itsyapurdnam, 

There is another famous book called Mf^^yfifnatam ascribed 

to him. In the present book Maya is said to have taken 

help from the books of Garga, Atri (both of whom arc 

mentioned along with Maya in the Matsyapurdnam)^ Mdr'im 

ahd the well-known book Mdnasdra. 

Of other unpublished works on Indian sculpture, men¬ 

tion should be made of the three works, which Were so 

long thought to have befen lost. They are :— 

1. Pratim&mftna-laksanaTn. 

2. Dasa-tAla-nyagrodha-pariman^ala-Buddha-pratimA- 

laksanarp. 

3. Sambuddha-bhftsita-pratimWaksana-vivarana-nftma. 

We have recently received some Mss. from the Darbar 

Library, Nepal, among which we find the original Sanskrit 

version of these books. They are also preserved in their 

Tibetan translation. 

The book Prafimd^mdn'i-l^lcaan'im is ascribed to the 

sage Atreya, after whom the work is also known as Atr^ya- 

tilaha. It seems to be a Buddhistic work, though it refers 

to the image of Buddha only once. It begins with 

the measurements of images according to nine tdla^ then 

follow according to eight, seven and four tdlas. The Writer 

also discusses what is a dom (defect) and guna (qualification) 

in an image. The last chapter deals with jirnodhdra i. t. 

how to enshrine an image again if it is broken or burnt. 



CHAPTER III 

Principles of Indian Art and Sculpture 

We now proceed to trace the various principles underly- 

ing the vast domain of Indian art and sculpture extending 

over more than two thousand years. During this period 

many artists and sculptors were born, they tried to give 

shape to their ideas in many different ways, yet the principles 

which inspired them remained almost the same through these 

ages. It is fortunate for us that these main principles also found 

expression in Indian Silpatfostras. It is quite natural that 

these motives which inspired the Indian Mlpins would be different 

from those in other countries. We, therefore, need not be 

surprised it the Indian point of view of art and sculpture 

be different from the stand-points of artists of other coun¬ 

tries. The Indian stand-point has been emphasised by several 

writers of Indian silpa^tras. We find those views expressed 

in Vianudharmottarapurfl-nam as well as in Matsyapurflnain. 

I'he former holds that as the gods give men all their 

desired objects, namely, dharma^ artha^ hdma and moksa 

(salvation), therefore, the gods are to be worshipped by men by 

all means.1 What do men hanker after in this world T They 

are those very things—dftarwa, artha^ Tcdma, even including 

tnofcaa (salvation), which the mighty gods would bestow 

upon them if properly worshipped and propitiated. This is suffi¬ 

cient reason to induce men to worship gods. To worship gods, 

one must have their images prepared. Thus arose the necessity 

(P. m. ch. i. s. w). 
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of the art of image-making in India. When in the early 

Buddhistic period, image-making of Buddha was not in vogue, 

the sculptors represented the Buddhistic symbols of the Dharma 

cakra or the wheel of the law, or of the sacred Bodhi tree in the 

place of the image of Buddha. To the worshipper, it served 

the same purpose of propitiating their gods. Thus the Indian 

sculptors did not make any statue for their own enjoyment, 

but to meet the requirements of the worshippers. The 

principle—' Art for Art’s sake '—did not meet with 

the approval of the Indian artists. They wanted a vehicle 

for Art and it was supplied by religion. The MatsyapurAnam 

also holds the same view. It says that to worship gods and to 

sing their praise is the best of Kartm Yoga and it will bring 

salvation to men.* 

Thus we find that the services of artists were requisitioned 

by the religious zeal of the people. In ancient India, as remarked 

before, the people did not want art for art's sake. The 

Indian artists and sculptors were moved by religious enthusiasm. 

There were many merchants or monks who wanted to gain 

funya (or merit) making a gift of a pillar or a statue in 

the name of Lord Buddha, as we find in the remains of 

the Bharhut sculptures. Those monks and merchants engaged 

skilful sculptors to have the pillars and statues made. On these 

pillars they had some incident of the life of Buddha or some 

Jditaka scene depicting the previous life of Buddha represented 

by sculptors, as well as their own namei written. So we tind that 

the Bharhut pillars or Bodh-Gaya or Sanchi sculpture owe 

their origin to the religious zeal and enthusiasm of so many 

followers of Lord Buddha. They thought of such acts as 

(3) wwraw swwTw i 
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conducive to merit and virtue. It is the same case with 

Hindu devotees. In Gupta, Pala and other inscriptions we 

read of devotees making temples and installing images of 

Visiju, Siva, Surya and other gods with the belief that 

those acts of merit would bring salvation to them. The 

same motive inspired the colonists of Siam, Champa, Java 

and other countries beyond the sea to enshrine the statues 

of Siva, BrahmA, Chandi, Ganera and others. Even In 

Modern India, the erection of new templet and images may 

I'e traced to the same cause. Thus religion in India gave 

an impetus to art and sculpture. It is the same in many 

other countries. Though in Assyria and Babylonia, a secular 

art grew up, yet religion supplied the motive force to art 

and sculpture in those countries. In Egypt, the gigantic 

pyramids and temples to numerous gods and the statues of 

various gods and goddesses, also point to the stimulus given 

by religion to Egyptian art. In China and Japan too, the 

introduction of Buddhism, saw the errection of many Buddhist 

temples and images. 

According to the Indian point of view, art and sculpture 

are inter-related with other sciences. It 

oSri? scienif?'* Visnudharmottarajp that 
he who docs not know properly the 

rules of citra (painting) can, by no means, be able to discern 

the characteristics of irndigts {Fratimdrlak^ana), Again, without 

(a knowledge of) the science of dancing, the rules of painting 

are very difficult to be understood. Moreover, the science 

of dancing is difficult to be understood by one who is not 

acquainted \vith music. Lastly, without singing music cannot 

be understood.^ Thus according to the Indian point of view, 

for the proper appreciation of Pratimd4ah§ana, one must 

(8.) VifAudhsrnottsriptim&ici, Part Ill, Chapter S^'OaK Rev. 1984. 
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know the sciences of ciira, dancing^ music and singing. It 

would be difficult for a Western art-critic to abide by such 

a general principle. No doubt, art in its broader sense like 

its Sanskrit equivalent hala, includes the sciences of painting, 

dancing, music and singing. It must, however, be admitted 

that to a sculptor the science of painting is rather indis- 

pensible. Both the sciences of sculpture and painting can¬ 

not be happily separated, the line of demarkation between 

them is so thin. 

Let us now consider, what is a beautiful image according 

to the Indian point of view f A modern student 

of aesthetics would lay down the following 

principles to judge whether an image is beautiful or not. 

He would ask : * What is this song or picture, this engaging 

personality presented in life or in a book, to me ? 

• What effectjdoes it really produce on me ? Does it 

give me pleasure ? and if so, what sort or degree of pleasure ? 

How is my nature modified by its presence, and under its 

influence ?* ^ The modern aesthetic critic has to deal with the 

original facts as found in the answers to these questions But 

he will remember always that beauty exists in many forms. 

It is very difficult to lay down any criterion of beauty. 

It may, however, be said that beauty must have truth in 

it, mast be universal. If any statue is appreciated in 

all ages and all countries, we can say that beauty and 

truth have found a happy combination there Sometimes, 

a work of art, however, may not rise above the limits of 

a certain country or people’s taste. An image may appeal 

to one nation because it finds its ideas and tradition well 

expressed In It, other nations may not like that particular 

^4^) WftUsr PstsP^Tht RsualssABoei Prsfaca* 
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image]at all, because its conventions go against their traditions. 

It is for this reason that many works of Indian art do not 

appeal to many Western critics. They should, however, 

remember that beauty exists in- many forms. To them all 

periods, types, schools of taste should be in themselves equal. 

In all ages there have been some excellent workmen and 

some excellent work done.® 

Some students of aesthetics hold that all works of art 

should be true to nature. If we apply this criterion to works 

of Indian art, we shall find that the Indian artists and 

sculptors did not always follow the nature. Assyria and 

Babylonia first tried to copy nature in art and sculpture. 

It was carried further by the artists and sculptors of Egypt 

and it reached its zenith in Greece. Greek artists were 

quite loyal to nature in copying her in works of art and 

sculpture. Any Greek statue shows how beautiful it is and 

how faithfully the sculptor has imitated physiology in mould¬ 

ing the arms and different parts of the body. The Greek 

image is as true to anotomy as it possibly can be. In 

Gandhara, the first Indian images were made in imitation of 

the Greek statues. In Gandhara sculpture, therefore, we can 

discern the influence of Greek models and consequently its 

attempt to follow nature. Excepting this Gandhara School, 

Indian sculptors did not pay so much attention in copying nature. 

The reason is quite obvious. The Indian sculptors wanted 

to make the images of gods represent their divine and supers 

human nature. The gods, they argued, possess many attri¬ 

butes superior to human beings They are higher than 

ordinary men. Therefore, in making their representations, 

some symbols should be attached to them to signify their 

superiority. A man has two arms, naturally a god like 

(5.) /W, xn. 
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BrahmA or Vi^u, therefore, must have four or more arms. The 

same logic worked in Assyria and Babylonia, where the 

artists added wings or legs of animals to the images of 

gods to signify their divine superiority. 

Moreover the Indian artists were governed by many 

traditional rules and conventions. In representing gods, the 

artists had to take into account the traditional nature of 

the gods. Thus in making the image of the god Vi^nu, 

the symbols of aarnkha (the conch), calcra (disc), gadd (club) 

and padma (lotus) are to be added. Again, in the case of 

Ganesa an elephant head, or in the case of Bjrahma, the 

creator, four heads are to be added. Other Indian gods 

have other peculiarities, which the artists were forced to 

follow in making the representations. 

What, then, is the standard of the Indian idea of the 

beautiful ? The Indian sages enunciated their own idea as 

to what is beautiful. They dealt both with the positive 

and negative side of the question. It will be seen that the 

Indian science of the aesthetics is quite different from the 

modern science of art criticism. Let us begin with the 

negative side of the question. In this respect we shall get 

much information from ^ukraniti, Brhataamhitd^ Maya^tra 

and Ptatimd-mdnorlakaanam, The tSukraniti holds that ' one 

should not construct any image that has eyes directed upwards, 

downwards or closed, nor should design one that has vehement 

eyes, but eyes bespeaking satisfaction.’® It follo^ys that a 

beautiful image should not have eyes directed upwards, 

downwards or closed or vehement eyes. This principle has been 

elaborated by Var&hamihira in his Brhataanihitd. He lays 

down :— 

• If the image has excess in its arms, the Mlpin will 

suffer from the fear of the king; if it is less, ill-fate will 

(6.) Bakrsnitit oh. IT, boo. IT, •. 357-^68, 
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befall him ; if its belly be less, he will hare fear of hunger! 

if It is thin, he will suffer from los^ of money. If the image 

has wounds from the fall of weapons, it indicates the death 

ollhemaVet. U it incUnes to the left, it bespeaks of the 

death of bis wife, and if to the right, the death of his 

ownself. If its eyes are directed upwards, it makes him blind, 

if the eyes are cast downwards, it will bring evil thoughts to 

him.'7 Here the author lays down that the arms and the 

belly of the idol should not be out of proportion. The image 

also should not incline either to the right or to the left; the 

eyes also should not b»; directed upwards or downwards, 

MayaMstra deals more elaborately on this negative aspect 

of Indian aesthetics. It says —' If the face of the image is 

cast downwards, the kUp.n would be ruined, he would no longer 

be respected and the wealth of the master would also be lost. 

If the nose (of the image) measures more than three yavaa, 

It would kill the king soon for certain.^® The Mpaedrya 

here lays down that the face of the image should not be cast 

downwards, nor the nose be made more than three yava$. 

It further lays down.^—' If the nose is crippled, it would 

kill prosperity; if the foreheads are out of proportion, there 

(7) Brhat samhlta, ch. 58» s. 60>62a. 

(8) vftm i 
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comet sorrow; and an image with violent tight would kill 

the owner soon, would cause the loss of son, great sorrow 

and would kill all people as in an epidemic. If the eyes are 

turned downwards and the sight is terrible, the kingdom of 

the king would be destroyed. If the sight is downcast and 

violent, it would kill the worshipper. If the sight is fixed 

on the nose, it would kill the Mlpdchdrya. If it turns on the 

side, it would kill the friend. So the sight must be made 

proportionate (samadrsfij^ which is peaceful as well as for the 

good of all people. If the nose becomes too thick^ it would 

destroy the prosperity of the Hlpins^ if the forehead becomes 

too thick, it would create great trouble ; if the sides are thick, 

there would be loss of life; if the arm-pit be thick, it would 

kill the Mpin, 

The Indian Mpdcdryaa^ thus tried to lay down their 

criterion of the beautiful in their own conventional way. 

The Ms. Pratimdrmdna lahsanam also gives expression to the 

same idea. The Indian stand-point is that by following the 

Sdatraa, the artists would make their images beautiful. The 

artists, therefore, should take care that he docs not violate 

any injunction of the kdstras. The writer says what things 

the artist should avoid. He says; " Now, I shall speak of 

the form of the mouth-about its auspiciousness and inauspicious* 

ness. It should be made slightly smiling, pleasant and 

possessed of all good signs. One should absolutely avoid the 

II ^ it 
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construction of the mouth which is passionate^ impetuoiiii 

wrathful, sour, bitter or circular/^io 

To make an image beautiful, the Indian iilfin thinks 

that he must put some special marks on the image according 

to the Indian tradition. I hus it is said in the Pratimormana- 

laksanam^^ that the following marks on the hands of gods 

speak of their auspicious character, namely, the conch {$anhha), 

lotus (fodma)^ flag (dhwaja)^ thunderbolt (vajra)^ wheel {calcra\ 

itoastika, bracelet, pitcher (fcaZaia), moon, umbrella, krivaiia^ 

hook {ardcusa) trident {trUula), barley-garland {yavormaia) and 

vasudha. 

We now turn to the defects (dosa) and excellences (gwM) 

of the images. The Pratxma^mdnaAaksanam lays down the 

following principles -.12 

Now the excellences and blemishes of the idols arc 

spoken of with regard to their smallness or bigness. The 

(10) SlokaB 34b. 35, 35a. 

(11) IS. 64-65. 
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seat should be well fixed and of sufficient length and breadth. 

•*Thc head made like an umbrella, brings prosperity of 

wealth and corn. The beautiful line of the eye-brow and 

fore-head give eternal prosperity. 

** If the idol is well-modelled, the subjects become happy 

and an idol with a conch-like neck is the bringer of all 

fdfilment. 

The body in the lion posture increases strength and 

superfluity. The arms made like the trunk of an elephant are 

the ful fillers of all desires. 

''(An idol) with a beautiful belly brings wealth of crops 

and superfluity. One with thighs like the plantain tree 

increases money and cattle, and one with becoming shanks 

makes villages prosperous. 

An idol with beautiful feet brings perfection of charac¬ 

ter and learning. Thus are spoken of the excellences of an 

idol. 

In plain words, the excellences of an image may be 

stated thus: its head should be like an umbrella, the line of 

the eye-brow and forehead should be beautiful, the neck 

should be like a conch, the body should be in the lion posture, 

the arms should be like the trunk of an elephant, the belly 

should be beautiful, the thighs should be like the plantain 

tree, the shanks should be becoming and the feet should be 

beautiful. Our Hlpdchdrya also adds that the image should 

be well-modelled. 

These are the criterions of the beautiful according to the 

Indian point of view. Here only the outward form is spoken 

of and the Indian writers employed the peculiar Indian con- 

visntioas in expressing their aesthetic sense. Some of these 

conventional forms may seem awkward to the modern art 

critics, but we must not forget that the tilfa writers bad tp 

speak in terms of Indian contentions, 
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The Ms. PraiimS^fndnoMks<vn also speaks about the 

defects and blemishes {doaa) of the image. It says 

If it (the image) is deficient in length or breadth, there 

would be famine and national breakage. If it is limbless^ he 

becomes hunch-backed and if it is noseless^ he becomes a 

diseased. 

If the sight of the image is turned towards the left, 

cattle are destroyed, if upwards there is loss of wealth. One 

should avoid an idol with eyes small or round or contracted 

or defective or cast down. If the idol is made with a deep 

belly, it will always destroy crops. 

If the idol is defec tive in thighs, there would be perma¬ 

nent abortion. That is a great defect, if the nose, eye and 

finger—these three are short, or if the shank, neck and chin 

are long, or if the head, ear and nose are small, or if the 

joint, belly and nails are big, or if the hands, feet and eyes are 

deep, or if the neck, mouth and the arms are short. The 

wise man after knowing these excellences and defects should 

make the idol.^’l® 

These are the defects and blemishes (dosa) which the 

artists are asked to avoid. Thus we get both the positive 

and negative sides of the Indian notion of the beautiful as 

stated in the excellences {guna) and defects {doaa) of an image. 

The modern art-critics may not see eye to eye with these 

notions of Indian aesthetics, but we must not forget that we 

have to take into account these ideas of the Indian 6ilpa 

writers for a proper understanding of Indian sculptures. Here, 

however, the last word about the Indian idea of the beautiful 

is not said, which is said by SiJcraniti when it maintains that 

an image should be such as would infuse the spirit of meditation 

in the heart of the on-Iooker. Such an image is ideal from 

the Indian point of view. 

(13) dlokas 79-84. 



From the remarks of Mciyakastra and Pr&tima- 

m&fha*lah^i(ham we find that these Mpdcdryas attached great 

importance to the eyes and to the proportion of other limbs. 

From these negative elements we can conclude that to make the 

image beautiful its sight must be made Safnadrfti, which will be 

calm and peaceful and must make other limbs quite proportion¬ 

ate. These considerations lead us to the positive side of the 

Indian nation of the beautiful. We have got the nays of the 

theory, let us turn to the ayes as in these books. 

In discussing the positive aspect of Indian notion of the 

aesthetic science, the books quoted above come to our rescue. 

The iSukraniti holds that an image made according to the prin¬ 

ciples laid down by Mpa^Mraa is beautiful. It says-That which 

is beautiful according to the measurements laid down in the 

Nostras is really beautiful, not any other. Again, that which is 

not according to the measurements laid down in the ^datraa 

Is not beautiful, say the wiseif The PratimdrmdnorlaJcaaiiiam 

also emphasises the same point when it saysl® : 

(i ti 

If the face is made not according to the iSdStras, the Taja- 

mSna would be killed. It also says : 

^ ^ II ^ II 
If the face, on the contrary, is made according to the 

Sdstraa, he flourishes with his relatives. 

The Stikraniti makes a little concession in holding that an 

image made not according to the principles of Saatraa^ but in 

imitation of another image by an expert is also beautiful. It 

says-‘Those limbs are beautiful which are neither more or less in 

measurement than the limbs of images prepared by the experts.’l 

(14) liukrsniti, ch, IV, Sec* IV, s. 214*215. 

(15) Slokas. 20*21* 

(16) Sskraniti ob. IV, Sec* IV, •* 210-212. 



A.pafttodlar Tmage may appesll to certain individtials ; %e can 

not call such an image beautiful. SmUramti makes the situa¬ 

tion clear V^hen it says that, that which satisfies the heart df 

certain individuals is beautiful to those individuals oniyl7. We 

are not concerned with such cases. We must not suppose that 

beautiful images could be produced without number. It is 

very difficult to find such instances in art and sculpture in 

which all the principles of SilpaS&atraa have been followed. 

It requires the hand of a genius to produce an artistic and 

beautiful image. To follow all the l^ilpa canons and produce 

a marvellous image is rather difficult. So the Sttkraniti made 

an exception when the sculptor or artist followed the model df 

an expert. The ^ukraniti also admits that it is one in a lakh 

that is produced beautiful in all limbsl®. This remark holds good 

in all countries. In many cases, however, the lSilpa6Mra9 

did not insist on the strict adherence to the ^Upa canons. 

We quote the following to show the truth of our statement: 

•There is no rule about the thickness, but il should be made 

according as it looks beautiful!®.' 'I'his principle gives much free¬ 

dom and latitude to the artists and sculptors. Beauty and 

grace cannot be imparted to the image by any cut and dried 

rule. It must come from the heart of the artist and sculptor. 

It depends on the subtle way with which the bru^h atttd the 

chisel are managed. If the artist is a genius, he can impart 

beauty and grace to the image without following any iSilpa 

canon. The outside formulas would not help the scdlptor in 

making the image beautiful. So the Sukraniti lays down: 

•One should design for all the limbs a grace that is suited to 

each.’®® This should be the guiding principle of all artists. It is 

significant to note that though the author of iSuhraniti laid 

down elaborate measurements for making images^ yet he re* 

(17) Ibid 8. 216. 

(18) Utd 8. 218. 
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atftod thlut the measurements would give only outward form 

and not grace and beauty to the image ; he, therefore, laid 

ddwn the above principle. It is only by such freedom and 

latitude given to the artists that can make beautiful images 

and hot hard and fast Silpa canons. It, therefore, follows 

that though the ^ilpina are bound by cert:.in Silpa canons, 

c^ain latitude is also given to them. Witliout this amount 

of freedom, it would not be possible for the artists to produce 

beautiful images. We must not forget that it requires the 

strokes of a genius to produce images of beauty and grace. 

The dcarycks of the Indian science of aesthetics thus tried to 

give expression to their idea of the beautiful. They gave both 

the positive and negative aspect of beauty. They were not 

like the modern art-critics. They tried to give their opinion 

in their own way. The Indian knew how difficult 

it is to define the notion of the beautiful. 'I'hey held that 

images made according to the Gastric measurements are 

beautiful ; they also gave a good deal of freedom to those ar» 

tists who are genius. But the Indian /^ilpacdryod did not stop 

here. As Silpa in India was mainly depending on religion, 

they had to go further in enunciating what was beautiful. 

What was an image for? The images have a function to 

serve, namely, to help the worshippers in their worship. The 

images should be such as wo Id be able to attract the respect 

and devotion of the devotees. Therefore, according to the 

Indian ^ilpa canons, an image to be beautiful must be of con¬ 

templative mood. That is the highest criterion placed by the 

Indian Silpaedryas to Indian artists and sculptors. This is the 

distinguishing characteristic of Indian art and sculpture. The 

Buhraniii, therefore, lays down : ‘ The characteristic of an 

image is its power of helping forward contemplation and Toga. 

The human maker of images should, therefore, be meditative. 

Besides meditation there is no other way of knowing the 

CIO) iM s. 256^ ~~ ' 
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character of an image—even direct observation (is of no use.)*l 

This principle, as laid down by the author of iSukraniti, is of 

great importance in the history of Indian art and sculpture. 

Indian artists put great importance to this characteristic; 

indeed it became their guiding principle. Neither in painting 

nor in sculpture, did the real artists pay any heed to the out¬ 

ward form, to the anatomy of the figure. They did not follow 

physiology in their representations, but tried to make the 

figures bantam and Sivam. The Indian artists tried to express 

the attitude of contemplation in the face of the image, so that 

as soon as anyone—either a worshipper or a layman—sees the 

figure, one is struck with the calmness and the contemplative 

mood of the image. The figures of Buddha of Sftranath of the 

Gupta period are typical examples of this kind. When one 

looks at these S&ranath images of Buddha, one feels nearer to the 

Lord who is emerged in profound contemplation. The sculptor 

has made the whole figure breathe an air of dhyina 

(contemplation ) These figures really help the devo¬ 

tees in contemplation and Yoga. Indian art and 

sculpture has reached the highest perfection in these 

Buddhist images. Compared with these noble images of 

SAranath, the Gandhara statues of Buddha do not appear to be 

so much imposing or contemplative. The Gandhara statues 

lack that air of Sivdm^ Sdntam and Sundardm, There are 

many Hindu statues in dhydna (meditation) attitude as those of 

6iva, Visnu and other, which inspire the worshippers with the 

spirit of contemplation. We do never maintain that all the 

Hindu or Buddhist images come up to this high standard. There 

are, however, many Hindu or Buddhist images, which are 

rather crude and awkward and do not inspire the worshippers 

with the happy mood of contemplation. It should be remem¬ 

bered that such figures belong to that age of decadance in oar 

(21) IM, g. 147.161. 
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history of Indian art and sculpture, when the higher principles 

were neglected and could not be followed by the inferior artists. 

Still, this dhydm and Toga characteristic of Indian images is 

the most important principle in which Indian art and sculpture 

differs from the art and sculpture of other countries. It is due 

to this high principle that the Indian artists and sculptors devot¬ 

ed more care and attention to the contemplative nature of the 

face and could not pay much attention to the finishing of other 

limbs. In many cases,therefore, the Indian images look dispropor¬ 

tionate and invoke adverse criticism from those who would ad¬ 

vocate the following of anatomy in making images. If we are 

asked: What is the contribution of Indian art and sculpture to the 

world T The reply would naturally be: It is this high principle 

of making images of contemplative (dhydna) mood and Yoga 

attitude and of making the figures bantam, i3ivam and Sundaram 

in character. Greek images are graceful, Egyptian images 

are very near to nature, but Indian images are contemplative 

in character The Indian ^llpaGdryas lay down that to make 

the images comtemplative, it is necessary that the artist should 

also be of a contemplate mood, or it would not be possible 

for him to produce such images. 

Human Another principle of Indian art and sculpture relates 

Figures making of human figures. In India we rarely 

come across any figure of any man-king or emperor or 

scholar. In the Bharhut or Sanchi sculptures we do find 

human figures, but there they occupy a secondary position. 

Thus the scene in the Bharhut sculpture where the worshippers 

are represented as worshipping the sacred Bodhi tree, the 

sculptor gives importance to the Bodhi tree and brings in the 

human figures only in their secondary character. Or take the 

representation of the stupa with human worshippers in the 

Bharhut sculpture—here also the human figures are brought lit 

only to show the sacred character and importance of the Stapa^ 

(aa) Bhy» Davids, Buddhist India pags 84 
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Even su?.h personages as kings and queens do not receive as 

much attention from the InJi:iri artij*ts. Take fjr exacnple, 

king and queens watching a procession as it leaves a fort as 

represented in the Sanchi Tope,28 or king Pasenadi in his chariot^ 

or king Ajausattu starting out to visit the Buddha^Q as in the 

stupa of Bharhut. Here again the kings and queens occupy 

only a low position and are brought in only to glorify Buddha. 

In other periods of Indian history, there were also great kings 

and emperors in India. Why do we not find any statue of 

those mighty sovereigns oi India f We are not to go far to 

seek the reason. The art and sculpture in India, as we have 

already seen, is religious in character. Indian sculptors devoted 

ail their attention in making images of gods. In Indian paint* 

ing, we find the figures of Buddha, Gop& and R&huia as in the 

Ajanta Caves ; we also get the representations ol royal proces¬ 

sions in the Ajanta and Bagh paintings. Egypt, however, 

made the images of gods as well as of her Emperors. In 

India, it is due to the injunction of the ^ilpaSdstraa^ which spoke 

against the construction of human figures. The Sukraniti 

says 2®—* The images of gods yield happiness to men and lead 

to heaven ; but those of men lead away from heaven and 

yield grief.’ It adds th it ‘ the images of gods, even if deformed, 

are for the good of men. Again, the images of men, even 

if well formed, are never for human good.'27 phus if a Mpin 

is told by his guru that an image of a man, be he even the 

king of the country, would bring evil to him, he would not 

make such a statue. Such injunctions, therefore, do not tend 

to encourage the making of human figures Neither the 

sculptor nor the donor would like to go away from the path 

(23) IbtJ page 64. 

(24) Ibid page 6, 

(25) Ibid page 9. 

(26) ch• iV, 8ec* IV, 8* 154'157. 

(27) Ibid 8. 158. 
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of heayen by having hnman statues. The only instance we 

have of a figure of a king in India is perhaps the broken Mathura 
^ ♦ it ^ • 

statue of the Mahftr&ja Kaniska. It may be mentioned en-paaant 

that the coins of the''K!ffTg‘'Kariikka'also bear his figure. There 

Svtf^firtrflhc^lShg stsJnding in Ttirki costume with spear and 

Ti^Sird^®. 'We*'also hdve the coin of the king Samudra Gupta, 

ivho ^^pf^en'ted s^^ playing his lyre in his coin 

AgalnytHe Icilig GhaSriy^kgupta II, Vikfamaditya appears in 

Wi^dtil^tuibting lion Besides these, the Indian coins give 

us some more representations of other kfhgs. In later ages^ 

yfP have figures of Chaitanya, Gour and Nitai, Sankax^chArya 

aj)id others, ^pif^haps because they were religious reformers. 

In .M^e^^Buddhist images, like Avalokitesvara, we have the 

^gure of ipie donor inscribed. Thus in a Mayurbhanga image 

^(^f.^vajol^tesvara, we.haye the figure of the king Rftyabhanja 

inscribed at the foot of the image. In later period, there 

^^r^e a, school of Portraiture painting in the Punjab.^ This 

^l^a^ch ^ jpaintipg flourished ^specially in connection with t^ 

^f fainting, ^bere we find the portraits of 

numerous Mogul Emperors and nobles> 

(18^ of Bsctrl. .Od 

'• "if JH 
(») X R. A. 

JS,'- v,ti. 
iSsflPt.lie. 

(80) AMPt. ii.e. 



CHAPTER IV 

FraiimorLa htanam. 

The term iSilpaidstra includes all the three sciences of 

preUimd (images), citra (painting) and vastu (architecture). 

In discussing the main principles of Indian iSilpcMitra^ we 

shall naturally have to deal with all these three sciences. Let 

us begin with the consideration of the theory of image-making 

(Pratima-lahfanam). 

What are the materials sanctioned by the Sastras for mak- 

.lI»Urialf lor Im. ‘"S images? Pratimaa (images) generally 

may be constructed from various elements 

which the sculptors find at their disposal. 

An image may be made of wood, earth, jewel, gold, 

silver, copper and stone. Varfthamihira in his BfhaU* 

ofnhitd speaks of these elements of images and also of the 

inherent qualities of these images. He says * An image of wood 

and of earth gives long life, prosperity, strength and victory. 

An image of jewel docs good to men, and an image of gold 

gives nourishment. While an image of silver brings fame, that 

of copper increases population and that of stone or a liUga gives 

ground.^1 The sage £fukr&c&rya in his SuJcraniti also speaks 

of the materials for image-making. He says—' Images are 

made of sands, pastes, enamels, earth, woods, stones and 

metals'^3. In another place he says—'The artist should construct 

(31) i 

vnrilt ii»ii 
wwwwi snntti^nK I 

g fSfii.li t u 
(82) fiukraniti, ch. IV, 8m, IV 8. 161. 
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images with white, yellow, red and black atones according 

to the ages and with others according to one’s option.** 

6okrftcArya also sanctions images of different metal for different 

ages. He says,—'Images are to be of gold, silver, copper and 

bronze in the Satya, Treta, Dv&para and KaUyugcu respect* 

ively’**. He further adds,—‘ The images may be of iron 

or lead according to one’s purposes,—say the sages’**, 

JfotsyajMifdnam also holds that images might be made of gold, 

silver, copper, jewel, stone, wood and iron.’ *® 

Theoretically these are the materials for making images. 

Let os now see with what materials the artists really worked. 

Truly speaking, stone supplied the artists with materials from 

the earliest times in the history of Indian art and sculpture. 

From the time of Asoka, the sculptors were chiefly using 

stones. The nearest hills offered them easily accessible 

sources. The sand-stone of Bihar, red stone of Mathura and 

white stone of Amaravati were very often used to make 

images. Even to the present day, the sculptors are using 

stones for this purpose. The whole domain of Indian sculp¬ 

ture supplies us with numerous examples of work on stone. 

G<4d was also used by sculptors. Jainas used gold and 

silver images of their Tirthankaras. There is a fine example 

of gold work in the British Museum. It is the casket No. 3 

of Bimar&n stupa dating about the be^nning of the Christian 

era. It contains four distinct figures, namely, Buddha, a lay 

follower, a male ascetic and a female ascetic. This casket, 

which is now preserved in the British Museum is wrought in 

gold. There is the little gold statue of Buddha, now deposited 

(8$) 2M, s. 810-311. 

(84) JM, s. 814. 

(88) nu, s. 817. 

(80) Vatsyapurioan, oh. 868, s. 80. 
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alio in the British Museum. This gold image of Bu^hahM 

beign ascribed to A. D. 500. *7 Many small gold and 

images pt Buddha are found in the dagabas of Ceylon.^ ^ In 

Benares, we have the gold image of t^le goddess^Anhajpurnft, 

and the image of 6ani in silver. The family gods jtndP 

goddesses are often made of gold, silver and coppe|^^ A 

silver image of Visnu was discovered at the village of Chudain 

in Bengal. It belongs to the Pala Period.*® Bronze imager 

were manufactured in Bengal, whence the practice of making 

bronze images went over to Nepal and Tibet. Bronze statues of 

Buddha (i to ’2 feet high) were discovered at Buddhavlini In flic 

Krishna District, Madras about 1870. They are now de¬ 

posited in the British Museum. They resemble the ^rhath 

setilpiufes and may be assigned to the fifth or sixth ccnlury*A7 

D. A rich collection of bronze images of Hindu and 

Buddhist gods has been gathered from Ceylon. We have 

the bronze statuette of a Bodhisattva from AnurAdha- 

pura, the bronze image of 6:va Natarftja fronr» ipofon- 

nftruwa (now in the Colombo Museum). We have also tfee 

bronze image of Surya and of Pftrvati as well as the bronze 

seated Buddha, preserved in the Colombo Museum.^i* ffie sdutt 

a rich field for the bronze image^ ac^unfi 

of which have been brought together by Mr. O. C. Uan^ulyln 

his book—images of South India. In Jav^a, a lU^ 

bronze image 0/Manjusri was discovered; it is now ^ the 

BriUsh Museum.^ Another bronze image of Buddha was 

(*77 y •. History of Fine Art in Indfi^ Ceylon., pp 

(38) Ind. Ant. Xni 16. 

(89) R. D. Btaarjl-Bangtar, Uihas 1 p. 281. 

(40) A History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, pp 17».ltt0, 
(41) It$d pp. 248-258. “* 
(42) IHd p. 207, 
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It is ".9W,j£epyn,Jh^^^p«s^^^f,, 
the oangiya ^ahitya Parishat, Calcutta. It pcs^fSj ^an 

tion from which we learn that the imag^ ^^wfjs^^^dedicatcd by 

Ahabamalla. It belongs to the Gupta Image* ol 

earth cannot endure the test of time and are ^des^jpyed in no 

time. At the present day, in Bengal, image^ tp beworshipped 

are generally made of earth. Images of ”ot 

very common. The figures of Jaganatha^. Subha^rA and 

Balar&ma of the Puri temple are annually made pj[ wop^.. The 

extant images of Chaitanya are made of y^ood^ There Is 

one^suc^^woodenjmagj^of Chaitanya at Qatanpiur in OrfiJif^ 

and^many in I^awadipa in Bengal. Of wood carving^ wc^, 

hav(^an^cM the tcqiple ot Kftli in the Chajpba 3tatey^, 

wh’kh ^ntajns the figux^^^ Siva and Parvatl^ belonging to 

A. p. 700.^ In Daqica^ Bengal^ there are some, fivp spcqimena 

of w^dcR images. The ^ beautiful image of YasomAdhjay^ 

Dt^^rAi i^ said jfo have been built of the wood which tc^ 

mailed ^jfter making the,Jinage of Jaganatha of Puri, The 

im^e of Bhagayatl with eight hands and that of Baladeva of 

thejfame place arc made of wood^. In the Mabhabharata 

it is said that ap iron image of Bhisma was smashed to pieces 

by,the old DhytarAstra. We do not know of other instances: 

of imsges of iron or of lead. We hear of a golden, image of 

Buddha made by the king Harsha, which was equal to the 

king in stature and was kept in a tower. 100 feet high. There 

was a smaller image, 3 feet high, which was carried in pror 
rr ^ ‘ T 

cession. 
■ v ■; • 

Lfti us now turn to the measurements of Pratifnas^y 

lleasvremexits ages may be divided into two classes ; imagtt 
of InHitftfli' ' j V •* r- r I’r : • iisT 

in general and particul§r^ages«. The 

(48) R. B. Bantrji, Bangtar I p. 70. 

(44) BhAWr ttihse—<J. Ray), I, p. .. 
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mcntt of pratimii In general are giren here. They occur 

in the following books ;— 

(i) BthatsaiphitA. 

(а) Vifnudharmottarapur&i^iam. 

(3) 6ukraniti. 

(4) Matsyapuranaqi. 

(5) Agnipurftnaqi. 

(б) Mayasftstraip. 

(6) Pratimft-mftna-laksanam. 

We shall here give the measurements oi MayaUttra and 

Praiim&-manal(jJc»anam, as those of other books are already 

well-known to scholars. Measurements are given often In the 

unit of an aiiguli. What is an ai^uli ? The .Matsyapurftnaiji 

gives the following table of measurement: A particle in 

the rays of the sun is a Traaarenu. Eight such renua make 

a vafigra, eight of which again make a Ixkhya. Eight 

make one yvka, eight yvk&a make one yava, eight of which 

make one afiguli.^ Almost a similar table is given by 

VarAhamihira in his Brhataamhita : The particle which is seen 

in the rays of the sun coming through the window is called 

paramatM. Paramdnu, rajah, vdldgra, likaa, yuka, yava and 

—these should be increased eight times respectively. An 

tvAguli is taken as a mdtrd or unit *8 So we get these tables 

for the purpose of comparison : 

Brhataamhita. Matayapurandm. 

8 ParamAnus = i Rajah 8 Trasarenus = i VAlAgra 
8 Raja]^ = 1 VAlAgra 8 VAlAgras =3 i LikhyA 

(Liksa ?) 
8 VAlAgras = i Liffsa 8 LikhyAs = i YukA 
8 Liln^s = I Yuka 8 YukAs E i Yava 
8 Yukas = I Yava 8 Yavas = i Ahgoli. 
8 Yavas =a i Ahguli 

(46) Mstsyspariqsm, ch. 368, s. IT-ls! ” 

(46) BrhstssinhitA, oh. 6S| s. 1-8. 
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The ffuhfomti further explains an aihgula. It says : An 

of^gnia is one-fourth of a mmti (the closed fist of a hand) 47 

When the Indian S%lfa6dtra$ speak of the measurements of an 

image, they speak in terms of a tdla. A Pratimd, for instance, 

may be of four, six, seven, eight, nine or ten talas. What, 

then, is a tdla ? The ^uhraniti lays down that the length 

of a tdla is twelve angulaa,^'^ Visnudharmottaram also says 

that the space covered by twelve angulas is called a tdla. 

The same thing is repeated by Prcdimd’indnalakSanam. The 

Sukraniii also adds that the height of images varies from seven 

tdlas according to the custom of localities.49 Again, it says 

that images are of ten tdlas in Satyayuga^ of nine tdlas in 

Tretd, of eight tdlas in Dwdpara and seven tdlas in Kali,^ 

This injunction, however, is strictly followed neither by the 

writers of Indian SilpaMstras nor by the Indian sculptors. In 

making images even in this kali age, they prescribe that the 

images should be of nine tdlas. The Matsyapur&nam®! sup¬ 

ports this statement when qt says that the images of gods, 

ddnavas and hinnaras should be of nine tdlas. Maya6d6tra in 

speaking of the measurements of images, says of nine tdlas 

for the images of gods. When an image is of nine tdlas, the 

measurement would come to io8 a'dgulaf. The Vi^nudharmo- 

ttaraip says : Oh king, the measurement of a Hamsa (type 

of man) is lOo angulas^ increased by eight, according to the 

measure of his own af^gula. 

We now proceed with the measurements of pratimds as 

given in Maya^Hram. In chapter I of the MayatdHram, we 

(4^) Bukrsniti, ch. IV, sect. IV, s. 169. 

(48) Ibid, 8. 170. 

(40) Ibid, 8. 173-174. 

(60) Ihd I. 184-186. 

(5l) Matfyaptirft]}am ch. 868«8» 18. 



*^et‘ ihe‘ measurement of images of njne give 

Itefea ^ree rendering of a part of the first chapter. It "sayS 
f j 11 I ^ ‘ - I ;. , ‘ Ik ‘ii' « ‘ 

*' The image should be divided into two parts, which again 

shouW be divV^ed into two ni ore parts, 'fhc fast part shbAicfoe 

^ divided into two parts and the last again into three parts. 

That should consist of eight aiigulaa, the half of wliich 

should be the measurement of the head. Some maintain tliat 

the end of hair is its one-fourth part. What is said about 

'^Ihc neck '{gfva) is the best according to the mnt^lala 

measurementsw, 

** In the excellent nine tala, the head should be of four 

a^gulaa, the face {mukha) twelve and the neck four aiigidaa. 

“ The length from the neck to the breast should be twelve 

ai^gulaa^ there should be the same length from thel>reast to 

the navel, as well as from navel to the end (4). 

From the knee to the gulbha (ankle) it should be twenty- 

four angulaa, from the thigh to the ankle, it should be four 

a^fdaa. In navatdla, this measurement of hundred and eight 

ei^^laa are spoken of. (5). 

" The foot is said to be of twelve aihgulaa and the toe of 

four Uiigmlas, (6) 

Whatever has been said of in nine tala, the first should 

be of twelve angulaa. From the end of the hair to the eye* 

brow, the length should be four a/ngulaa. The nose should 

be known to be of as much ; as also the chin, (7). 

"The eye should be two angulaa broad and four in 

length. Ears should be as much broad and as much long, (k), 

*• The distance between the two ears is said to be twelve 

angulaa, and that from the root of the ear to the end of the 

nose is eight ai^gulas. The nose should be two angulaa 

and the neck eight aiigulaa broad. (9). 

" The distance between the two hands should be twenty 
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four angulas and that between the breasts twelve angulas (lo). 

The upper portion of the navel should be twelve angtilaa 

broad, and the waist twenty-four angulas broad, (i i). 

*''rhe thigh should be twelve angulas broad and the knee 

eight ai\gulas. dTe breadth of the thigh should be the same, 

and that of gulhlca its half. (12). 

“ The breadth of the toes should he six angulas. (13). 

The length frem the neck to the shoulder should be 

eight angulas, that from the shonldcr to the elbow should be 

twenty-four that from the elbow to the ^^rist of the 

hand ten angulas^ and that from the wrist ol the hand to the 

middle finger twelve angulas. (14). 

't he breadth of the root of the arm shuuKl be six angulas, 

that of the elbow is said to be live anguh-.^^ that of the wrist of 

the hand four ai^gubts and (hat of the h.ind with fingers ex¬ 

tended six angulas. (15). 

Thus descrii-)ing the measurements of gods in general, the 

writer of this sihpasa.Hra then proceeds to --peak about the mea¬ 

surements of the images of godesses. It is worthy to be noted 

that this section rlealing with the measureimmls f>f bunale gods 

is wanting in man)' slljuf books 'I'hr writer says:— 

I'lie forehead (of iho female* gods) should be (3I three 

anywias, the distam e from the neck to the breast, that from 

breast to the navel, that Irom the navel to the pelvis—each 

should be twelve <tngnlas. d lie breadth of the thigh is said to 

be twenty-four aoigulas. 1 he thigh and the knee should be 

equal, and the guipha should be three (fiigulas. d his is the 

measurement of goddesses as suggested by \ isvakarman. (16). 

The leg should be one part, the thigh should be of six. 

The thigh and the knee should be equal; the navel, the [lelvis, 

the distance between the breast and the neck—each should be 

of three, the neck of one, the face of three, the forehead of 
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one. This is said to be nine tala. This first distribution (of 

the measurement) is made by Trastra. (17)* 

** When ihe tip of the thiiml) is placed at the end of the 

breast, it is the attitude of giving ahhaya (protection) of the 

hand of the god. Eyes should be like the conch (sanikha) and 

the disc {mkra). If the hand is on the waist, it is said to be 

the attitude of giving mra (blessing). (18}. 

Whatever would be the measurement of the images, its 

Pitha (platform) should be half its height. The kirita (crown) 

should be designed in such a way as to be twice the measure¬ 

ment of the face. (19).®^ 

The writer of M(^y<fsdsfram, then goes to speak about the 

height of the images of goddesses. He quotes the opinion of 

many distinguished sifjxirdruas such as Manii, 'I'-rastra and 

others when he says that the height of the female god should 

reach up to the ear of the male god. 'The writer lays down 

the following principle as regards the sight of the goddess. 

He says that if the sight of (he goddess be lixed from the 

middle of the breast to the knee, it is [pleasant.^ 

In Chapter 11 of Moynsafitram^ smiller images are des¬ 

cribed. The smaller images are generally family gods and are 

kept in the temples attached to (he family-house. "I'he writer 

says : in a temple attached to a house, tlie image should be 

of three and fifteen angulas. 1'he ijujumdna should take his 

as the unit of measuiernent, and in small images the 

length and other things should be made out with yava. Of 

the mixed images, their measurement should be by mdna 

aiigula.^ 

The writer then lays down some general principles when 

he says ; The image should certainly be made beautiful by the 

Mpin. He then classifies the images : (l) "J'he image up to 

62 Maya^astram, S. 1—19. 

63 Mayab^train, ch. 1. b. 29, 

54 11» B. 4r-^. 
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end of the arm is the best, (2) the one up to the breast is 

madhya and (3) the one up to the navel is the worst. He 

gives some warning to the sculptors when he says : one should 

avoid making the images of the crooked and of the dwarf,55 

We now turn to the incomplete Ms. of Pratimalahunavi 

of Visvabharati Library, which gives the following measure¬ 
ment of the image. It should be noticed that the measurement 

given by this Ms. are rather peculiar and as such deserve 

to be noticed separately. It says—The face is to be one tala 

of twelve anyulas. d'he following are the characteristics of 

tht uttama^ rn'idhyO' adharna ‘pratimas \ 124 angu I as ^ x 20 

angulas, diwd 112 a.ny a I as (in height). The hair should be of 

five angulas^ the face of thirteen angulas (though in a previous 

line it is said to be twelve angulas) and the neck of five angulas. 

The distance from the neck to the breast should be five angulas^ 

and that from the breast to the navel same as the measure¬ 

ment of the face (/.e , twelve or thirteen angtdas^ other Mpa 

books lay down twelve angulas). Again the distance from the 

navel to pelvis should be the same, d'he thigh and the knee 

should be five angulas. The Jamghd and piida also should be 

of five angulas, 'I'he fingers of the Pratimd should be long, 

The breadth of the face is said to be eleven angulas^ the fore¬ 

head of nine angulas^ Icapola of eight angulas and the ear of 

nine aihfjulas. The length of the arm should be known to be 

thirty-seven angulas and the distance from one arm to the 

other twenty-four angulas. 'I he distance from one breast to 

thc'Other should be twenty-one angulas. 'fhe length of the 

belly should be sixteen angulas^ that of the thigh seven angulas 

and the base of the thigh five angulas. Eyes should be equal 

in length and the distance from one eye to the other should be 

the same. The length the of the eye should be seven yai'as. 

About the fingers, the writer goes on to say that the palm 

of the hand should be of six angulas. The thumb is said to 

66J^.4, d. 7«-9. 
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be four aihgulas long, the fore-finger five angulas and a half, 

the middle finger six angulas and the little finger tour angulcis. 

Let us now turn to the interesting document of Pratimd' 

-manor-laksanam, whose Tibetan version is still existing, In 

this Hlpa work, measurements of images according to various 

talas have been given in detail. It should be noted that at the 

end of the Sanskrit version, all these various measurements 

have been summarised. These tables, however, are not in the 

Tibetan translation, d'hc writer first mentions the measure* 

ment of images to nine tdla^ which amounts to io8 angulis or 

868 yavaa^ then according to astatdli, which comes to 96 

angulifi or 76*8 yai^as^ then according to ^attdla^ which comes 

to 72 angulis or 576 yavas^ then according! to dascitdla^ which 

amounts to 120 angulis or 960 yavas^ then according to sapta^ 

tdla, which comes to 84 angulis or 672 ya7’iis and lastly ac¬ 

cording to catustdla^ which amounts to 48 angulis or 384 

yavas. 

The measurements according to nine talas are given 

L, because they are most common. 'They are as follows 

1. OtR (head) • • • • • • 4 angulis. 

2. (face) V • • • * • 12 angulis. 

3. rihn (neck) • • • • • • 4 n 

4. • • • • • • 24 » 

5. • • • • • • 2 

6. • • • • • • 4 

7. 3?5 ••• • « • m m m 24 

8. 51^ 0 mm •mm 4 n 

9. mmm mrnm 24 

10. Jp'R mmm mmm 2 II 

11. •• mmm ••• 4 II 

12. finshi ••• ••• 17 •I 
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15. • •• 
14. SWTf 
15. wwnif ... 

16 
18 

12 

ft 

f 

>> 

Then we come to astatala measurements amounting to 

96 a/hgulU or 368 yavas. They are as follows 

1. (head) ••• • •• 3 angulis. 

2. ^face) ••• • •• 12 tt 

3. llhn (neck) • • • 3 ft 

4. ^ ••• • • • • •0 22 tt 

5. • • • • • • 000 1 •t 

6. • • • •«0 3 tt 

7. 3!^ ••• • • • 0 0 0 22 tt 

8. 3113 ••• • • • 0*0 3 tf 

9. fqw •• • 0 0 0 22 tf 

10. ••• •f • . • 0 1 tt 

11. arwtwi ... ••• 000 3 tt 

12. .... .... .... 9 tt 

13. Vg .... 14 tt 

14. TO .... .... 12 tt 

The measurements of six 

as follows :— 

talas of 72 angulis or 576 yavas 

1. (head) .... .... 2 tf 

2. g« (face) .... .... 12 v 

3. (neck) •••• 000 2 tt 

4. .... 000 16 tp 

5. f^RTCTf ... .... .... 1 tt 

6. .... .... 2 tb 

7. 3P5 ••• .0*. 16 $t 

8. .... 0000 Z It 
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9. ... .... • •• 16 91 

10. .... 1 19 

11. .. . .... 2 99 

12. .... .... 14 99 

13. ^ . .... 10 99 

14. snis .... 12 99 

15. .... .... 8 99 

The measurements according to daaatdla. by which 

images of Nara, Narayana, Rama, Indra and others are made, 

are given below 

1. ftn: .... 4 angulis. 

2. (face).... .... 12 99 

3. nNT (neck) .... 4 99 

4. ^ . .... 24 99 

5. W!IW .... 4 99 

6. idz .... • *»• 5 V9 

7. .... .... .... 26 99 

8. *13 . .... 5 99 

9. .... 26 99 

10. ... .... 3 99 

11. .... 5 19 

12. .... 16 99 

13. ’HS . .... 18 99 

14. iwn .... 16 99 

15. iw: .... 12 99 

The ) measurements of images according to satalapia 

specially for the dwarfs amounting to 84 aihgulia or 67a yavas 

are given below: 

1. ««•> •••• 3 angulis. 

2. •••• •••• 12 ti 



3. iftWT (neck) 
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• ••• ••• 3 19 
4. •••« •••• 19 If 
5. •••• «<•* 1 >1 
6. •••• •••• 2 ft 
7. 19 If 
8. 303 3 )) 
9. *••• •••• 19 ft 

10. •••• •••• 1 >f 
11. WOtWT .... 2 If 

12. ftflihr .... 5 11 

13. mi «... .... 12 If 

14. simi 14 If 
15. .... .... 10 f} 

Lastly, the measurements accorcKng to caiustala 

given: 

1. fee (head) 1 anguli 

2. gm (face) .... 12 II 
3. iftm (neck) .... .... 1 II 

4. .... .... 12 If 

5. •••• — 

6. •••• •••• 1 ff 

7. .... 9 If 

8. 51^ .... 1 ff 

9. fiW¥ 9 }) 

10. — 



11. qifw! • ••• 1 9> 
12. ••• .... .... ^ }# 
13. 6 

14. .... 8 

15. • •• 7 >» 
These measurements of images according to the different 

tala, we get from Frdtir)id’-mdna4ak8anam. The sculptors 

were asked to follow these measurements in making images. 

Even at the present day, we find sculptors in Bengal, Orissa 

and South India, who still follow the old rules and try to keep 

up the old tradition. 



CHAPTER V. 
The Beginning of Hindu imagee. 

In the last chapter, we have dealt with Pralimd'lakaana 

(the theory of images) in general. Let us now proceed to 

speak of pfcrftfnds in particular, namely, Brahma, Visnu, Siva 

and other gods. The general principles of these particular 

gods are given in the Visnudharmottaram, Matsya-^raiMm, 

Brhatsamhita, Sukraniti and other books. Instead of dealing 

with the theories relating to these particular gods, it is more 

profitable to turn to the actual spec imens of these sculptures 

and to trace the beginning of the Hindu images. 

The origin of Buddhist images has been ably traced by 

the French Indologist M. Foucher. What is the beginning of 

the Hindu images ? Did they exist in the Vedic period ? This 

question has been answered by Professor A. A, Macdonell and 

others.^ In the Vedic period, gods were not so numerous 

as they are now. They were only thirty-three in number and 

were the personifications of natural phenomena, such as, Sun 

Wind, Fire and others. These gods were worshipped not in 

the temples as at the present day, but in the open air. There 

is ’no evidence in the Rig Veda to show that the images 

of these gods were made in the Vedic period. Some scholars, 

however, take the contrary opinion. There is no doubt that 

the physical appearance of gods has been described in the 

Vedas. They are said to have face, arms, belly and feet like 

men. It is, however, doubtful whether the images of these 

gods were really made at I hat early age. It is admitted by 

scholars that divine images w'cre produced from B. C. 500, 

Panini and Patanjali were familiar with the images of gods. 

Unfortunately, we have no remains of the images of purely 

M. The History of Hindu Iconography by A. A. MsrdonelKilajWfi', 
October lOaO; alto J. R. A. 8. 1918. B. Battacharya^lndian images, 1. 
p. xxxl, 
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Hindu gods of such an early age. All the remains of Indian 

sculpture of remote antiquity belong to the Buddhist group. 

The pillars of Bharhut, of Sauchi, of Amaravati or even the 

Gandhara images—all are specimens of the Buddhist art and 

sculpture. The history of Indian art and sculpture begins with 

images and sculptures of Buddhistic origin. The first Indian 

image which was made by an Indian Sculptor was the image 

of Lord Buddha, modelled by a Gandhara artist. 

We cannot, therefore, place the beginning of the Hindu 

images in the pre-Buddhist period. No Hindu image of the 

pre-Buddhistic age has come down to us. After the gradual 

decline of the Buddhist glory, we find the making of the 

Hindu images in the Gupta period, which saw the revival of 

Hinduism. With the fall of Buddhism, the Ind'an kings 

began to encourage and patronise Hinduism. Thus arose the 

necessity of making images of Hindu gods and goddesses. 

The performance of the aavamedha sacrifice gave an impetus 

to the revival of Hinduism, Indian sculptors now began to 

make the images of Hindu gods and goddesses. 

What is the earliest extant specimen of Hindu images 

that has come down to us ? In this case the Kushan coins 

come to our rescue. In one of the coins of the Kushan king 

Kadphises II we find the image of the god Siva represented 

with two arms. Similarly, the coins of Kanishka also supply 

us with the representation of the great god Siva. The coins of 

Kadphises II may be dated A. D. 50, Here we are on a firm 

ground from where we can proceed. We may thus assert 

that by the first century of the Christian Era, we have posi¬ 

tive proof of the representation of the Hindu god 6iva put into 

execution. This may be called the beginning of Hindu 

images. Even in the Buddhist sculptures, we find some of the 

Hindu gods represented. These Hindu gods, such as Indra, 

Brahma and others occupy a low position in the BuddhiSt- 

mythology. They are, therefore, given a portion in the Bod 
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dhlst fcalpture Inferior to Lord Buddha, With the decline 

and fall of Buddhism, the position of these Hindu gods totally 

changed. During the Hindu revival, these Hindu gods came 

to occupy a very high position in Indian Mythology and Indian 

Sculpture. Perhaps it was then that the Indian sculptors took 

as their ideals those figures already found in the Buddhist 

sculptures. In the Bharhut sculptures, which are assigned to 

the second century B.C., we get the figure of the goddess 

La|f:8mi, under the name of Sirimd devatd. We may take this 

figure of the goddess of Fortune as one of the earliest speci¬ 

mens of the Hindu divine image, though it is found among 

the Buddhist sculptures. 'fhough Sirimd devatd ranks 

as a subordinate goddess in the Bharhut Sculptures, yet 

she should be recognised as the first prototype of the image 

of Laksmi, the Hindu goddess of Fortune. It must, however, 

be observed that this goddess airi is not exactly in the same 

form as we find her in the later period of Hindu revival. She 

was still one of the forms of the goddess of Fortune prevailing 

at a period two hundred years before the birth of Christ. Again, 

in the Sancbi sculptures of almost the same period, we are 

fortunate in getting another representation of the goddess of 

Fortune, which is prevailing even in modern India. This is 

the form generally known as Gaja-Lfiksmi^ with the goddess 

Lal^sml sitting on a lotus and two elephants from both sides 

pouring water over her with their trunks (c./. Fig, 46. p. 279, 

Rhys David’s Buddhist India). When in the later ages, the 

Hindu Sculptors wanted to make the figure of the goddess 

Laismi, the goddess of Fortune, they found a very convenient 

model in this Sanchi sculpture. It is, remarks Professor Rhys 

Davids, the oldest instance of the most common representation 

of this popular goddess; and figures of her, exactly in this 

form, can be bought to-day in the bazars of Northern India.W 

97. Bvddhiit India, p. 217. 
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This form became so very popular with the* Hindu Sculptors, 

that not only do we find this figure representated in almost all 

the Hindu temples, but it found its way to the far-off Champa 

(Anam) and other Indian colonies abroad. There are other 

instances of Hindu gods occurring in the Buddhist sculptures. 

Let us take for example the figure of Kuvera, We find the 

figure of Vessavana Kxivera^ the King of the Yaksas and re¬ 

gent of the North, represented in the Bharhut sculptures.®® 

The god Kuvera also comes in for a large number of repre¬ 

sentations in the Gandhara and Mathura schools. Besides 

Kuvera, the god In dr a figures also among the sculptures of 

the Gandhara, Mathura and Sarnatha Schools. Here Indra 

comes in not as the supreme king of the gods, but as a god 

subordinate to Lord Buddha. We get a stiff and archaic 

representation of the famous visit of the god Indra to Lord 

Buddha, while he was sitting in the Indra^aila cave in the 

Mathura School.®® The same scene, however, has been 

beautifully sculptured in the Gandhara School.^ From the 

artistic point of view, the figure of Indra in the Gandhara 

group is far superior to that of the Mathura School. Here 

we find Indra, a Hindu god occupying a subordinate position 

to Lord Buddha. Again, in the representation of the nativity 

of Lord Buddha as seen in the Gandhara sculpture,®! we find 

on the left side of the picture the god Indra receiving the 

child Buddha and by his side stands the creator Brahma. The 

Buddhist sculptures help us in getting the representations 

of various Hindu gods and goddesses like Siri, Kuvera, Indra, 

Brahma and others. 

68. Ibidf p 222,Fig. 39. 

Flgg*?! (,f Fine Art in IndU nnd Oeyloi, p. 93, 

00, Ibid, p 109, Fig. 60. 

61. Ibid, p. 121, Plate xxix. 
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Thuf W6 can trace the beginning of the Hindu images 

net from the Gupta period, which saw the revival of Hinduism, 

but from the Buddhist period, dating the second century B.C. 

when some of the Hindu gods and goddesses were already in 

existence. In the kushan coins, as pointed out, we first get 

the figure of the god Siva with two arms, which is followed 

by the figure of ^ivd with four arms in the coins of the same 

royal dynasty. We also find the figure of the god 8urya 
(Sun).in the kushan coins. This numismatic help leads us to 

push back the date of the existence of Hindu images even 

earlier. The coins of the Mitra Dynasty of Magadha (about 

lOO B.C. to lOo A.D.) give us strong evidence in this direction. 

The coins of the King Agnimitra give us the standing figure of 

the god Agni (fire). Thus the numismatic evidence coupled 

with the archaeological evidence of the Buddhist period enables 

us to date the beginning of the Hindu images from the second 

century before the birth of Christ. Even if we do not take 

into consideration the appearance of Hindu gods in the Buddhist 

sculptures, the coins of the Mitra Dynasty help us to place the 

period of the commencement of the making of the Hindu gods 

in the first century B.C. 

The coins offer further interesting study. It is worthy to 

note that as early as second century A.D., we have not only 

the beginning of the multiplication of hands of the Hindu gods 

(as in the case of four armed Siva of kushan coins)^ but also 

that of heads. In the coin of Svami Brahmanya Yaudheya 

of the Yaudheya tribe (2nd century A.D.) we have the figures 

of the six-headed god {Icartikeya) and of another six-headed 

goddess.G^ This peculiar feature thus early found its way in 

Hindu sculpture. It is not, therefore, surprising that in the 

later period this practice of the multiplication of hands and heads 

would follow^with great vigour. We have already spoken of 

Sapplsmtaiary Oatalogas of (ht ooiai la Indian Muitnia p» 
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the figure of the goddess Lalc^mt in the Sanch! sculpture. In the 

coins of the Kings Samudragupta and Chandra Gupta II, we 

get the figure of the throned Lakamx with feet on lotus (about 

3a6-375 A.D.)^ 

With the revival of Hinduism under the patronage of the 

Gupta Emperors, the actual image-making of the Hindu gods 

and goddesses began. Before the Gupta period, we have 

the instances of the Hindu gods in sculptures and coins. But 

images of Hindu gods perhaps began to be made in the Gupta 

period. No image of any Hindu gods, except in sculptures 

and coins, prior to the Gupta period has as yet come down to 

us. Though we can place the beginning of the Hindu images 

in the first and second centuries before the birth of Christ, 

yet their images began to be made only in third and fourth 

centuries after the birth of Christ. In the Indian Museum, 

Calcutta, there is a beautiful group of the god Siva and bis 

consort Parvati from Kosam in the Allahabad district. It dates 

from A.D. 45S-459. Besides this, we have of this period the 

figure of Siva as Mahdyogi and of Visnu on the snake Ananta 

in a temple at Deogarh in the Jhansi district. There are other 

instances of the river goddesses in the Udayagiri hill-caves 

near Besnagar in the Bhopal State, at the Tigawa temple in 

the Jabbalpur district as well as on the tops of the jambs at the 

entrance to cave XXII at Ajanta.64 

This is the beginning of the image-making of the Hindu 

gods and goddesses dating from the Gupta period in the fourth 

century a.d. We have carried back the existence of the Hindu 

images even in the centuries before the Christian Era. The 

Buddhist sculptors set the example in the art of image making, 

es. JMpp. 30.31. 

64* A History of Fine Arts in India and Oeylon, p. 16846S. 
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which was followed by the Hindu sculptors In the Gutpa 

period. 

The impetus which the Hindu artists received from the 

kings and donors of both the Northern and Southern India 

went on unabated even in the Moslem period, though the rise 

of the Moslem art and sculpture affected the growth of the 

Hindu art and sculpture to a considerable extent. The Hindu 

period as well as the Pathan period saw the erection of numer 

ous temples and Hindu images not only in all the provinces of 

India, but also outside India in Siam, Champa, Cambodia, Java 

and other places. In Southern India, the beginning of temples 

and image-making of Hinviu gods may be taken back to the 

age of Pallava Kings flourishing between the fourth and ninth 

centuries of the Christian Era. After I he Pallavas, came the 

Chola kings, who greatly encourged temple building and image¬ 

making in Southern India.66 After the fourth century A.D. 

the Indian colonies abroad received fresh batches of artists 

from the mainland of India who enriched the temples of the 

colonies with beautiful images of Brahma, Visnu, Siva and 

other gods and goddesses. The magnificience of Ankor Vat, 

the beautiful temples {chandi) of Java, statues of Siva, Parvati, 

Ganeria and other gods of Java, Champa and other places are 

the doing of Hindu Artists. 

66. H K. Sastri—South Indian Imagea of Gods and Gddeaiea p 1-2. 



CHAPTER VI. 

Traditional Convention. 

From ancient times, Indian Mfa has handed doifin dacmoa 

many traditional conventions, which can still be found in the 

images of tne prefent age. They have been so closely asso¬ 

ciated with Indian images that they now form part and parcel 

of the images. No artist would now mould his image without 

giving a proper place to these conventions. The Indian 

traditional conventions are nessary to give expression to the 

ideas of the sculptors. What is the function of the images ? 

They help the devotees in attaining yoga and meditation. The 

images, therefore, should l)e in a contemplative mood so that 

they can inspire the devotees with meditation. The postures 

in which the images are represented have different names in 

Indian Iconography. If we examine closely all the Indian 

images, Me shall find a variety of postures. 1 he postures are 

mainly taken from the India yoga ^atra, which speaks of 

^several attitudes helpful for the purpose of meditation. It is 

said that 84 hundreds of thousands of daana are spoken of by 

the god Siva, of which only 32 are mentioned as Important 

in the Oheranda Samhitd.^^ They are :— 

I. Siddham (Perfect posture). 

а. Padmam (Lotus postures). 

3. Bhadram (Gentle posture). 

4. Maktam (Free posture). 

5. Vajram (Adamant posture). 

б. Svoaaiilca (Prosperous posture). 

7. 8inham (Lion posture) 

8. Oomukha (Cow-mouth posture). 

66. Translatod by SrUa ch Vasu in sacred Books of Hlnln (Allaha¬ 

bad.) 
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9. Vtra (Heroic posture) 

10. Dhanur (Bow posture). 

11. Mftam (Corpse posture). 

12. Ouftam (Hidden posture). 

13. Matayam (Fish posture) 

14. Maiaendra, 

15. Oorakaa. 

16. Paaohimottdna. 

17. Ui Jeatam (hazardous posture). 

18. Sanhatam (Dangerous posture 

19. Mayuram (Peacock posture). 

20. Kukkulam (Cock posture). 

21. Kurina (Tortoise posture). 

22. Uttana Manduka, 

23. Uttana KurmaJeam. 

24. Vrhaa (Tree posturs). 

25» Manduka (PTog posture) 

26. Garuda (Eagle posture). 

27. Vr^a1n (Bull posture). 

28. Salahha (Locust posture). 

29. Makar a (Dolphin posture). 

30. Uahtram (Camel posture). 

31. Bhujangam (Snake posture;. 

32. Yoga. 

Of these thirty-two kinds of daanaa known in our yoga^dbp 

tra, the following are generally observed in Indian images 

Ihe Padmdaana-^^is thus described in the GherancUi 

Sanihitd : Place the right foot on the left thigh and similarly 

the left one on the right thigh, cross the hands behind the 

back and. firmly catch hold of the great toes of feet as crossed. 

Place the chin on the chest and fix the gaze on the tip of the 

nose. This posture is called the Padm&aana (or Lotfis pos 

tyre).” 



In actual practice, we, howerw^ find that the imaf^es 
‘ jwttI ; »< ¥ r ^ jf 

fulfil only the first condition. In Iconography, a seat of 

(lotus) is also generally given to the images. 

2. Theyogds ina.—Says the Oherar^a l^amhi^ : Turn 

the feet upwards, place them on the knees ; th^n place the 

hands on the dsan'i with the palms turned upwards ; inspire, 

and fix the gaze on the tip of the nose. This is called the 

i/o<7a posture.” 

In Iconography, this yogdanna is also known as the d^ydna 

posture linages of Lord I’hudda are often seen in this atti¬ 

tude. IL is not a rare sight to find Buddha sitting merged in 

deei) meditation. The best example of this kind of dhydnl 

Buddha is found in the Sarnath School of Sculpture. 

3. is thus described : one leg (the right 

foot) to be placed on the other (left) thigh, and the other foot 

to be turned backwards : This is called the Vimaaiw- (Hero* 

posture).” 

'['he dit iiKt is not generally found in Indian images. We 

have in its place what is known as aukhdaina or happy posture 

in which the left foot is place<l on the right thigh and the other 

foot is stretched downwards. This is also known as the ardhi- 

far yaiJcorpostwve. 

4. The Swaatikdaana^^'* Drawing the legs and thighs 

together and placing the feet underneath them, keeping the 

body in its easy condition and sitting straight, constitute the 

posture called the fnjcdstikdaana,^' 

5. The Vajrdaam—^is thus described : •' M^ke the 

thighs light like adamant and place the legs by the two sides* 

This is called the Fajrdaana”®^ 

We should not confuse it with the Vajrdaana of the 

Mahabodlii temple Gaya, on which the image of Buddha Is 

(,07) Ohersmda Bsmhlts, S. B. H. Tries. 8.0. Tuti, p, ao. 
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That l^'lK Gaya aaana was built by the great Burl* 
peror Asoka. 

these various kinds of asanas^ another kind of 

tat. traditional convention in Indian iilpa is the tnudros, 

^ /rhere arc ttventy five kinds of mudrdM according to 

Toga^itra. We find them mentioned in the Ghera^a 

^aifiliifd They are :— 

fi). Mahamudra. 

(2). Nahho-muflrd. 

(3V Uddiyana. 

(4'‘ Jalandhara. 

(5) . Mulabnndha. 

(6) . Mahabaiulha. 

(7) . Mahavedha. 

(8) . Khechari. 

(9) , ViparitakarJ. 

(10) . Yoni. 

(11) , Vajroni. 

(t j). ^aktichalanl. 

(13) * Tadagi. 

(14) . Mandavl 

(15) . Sambhavi. 

(16^. Pancha-dharana (Five dharanas). 

(21) . Asvinl, 

(22) . Paiini. 

(23) . Kaki. 

(24) . Matangi, and. 

(25) . Bhujangini. 

4 • , ; -'.'T • ‘ 
however, do not find these mudrat in Indian images, 

sliow ui’bnly two kinds of mwdfd», nainely^ aithaya and 

» inudrnsV. of tK^W^rd* are found in 

Tite abhay 

We 

wTiVch 

m'udr^s.., F^ne'sp^ciipen 

thtstatofiof Bwddba of the Sarnathhi 
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umira affords abhaya or protection to the devotees with one 

hand of the image raised with the palm turned outwards. 

While the varad<i mudrd offers vara (boon) to the devotees 

with one hand hanging down with the palm turned outwards. 

i£(iyaU6tram ^ describes both these mudr&s as applied in the 

case of a god, when it says When the tip of the thumb is 

placed at the end of the breast, it is the attitude of abhaya or 

protection of the god. If the hand is on the waist it is said to 

be the attitude of giving vara or boon/^ 

These attitudes are also described by PrafsmA-mAna- 

_ lahsanam, 
Omamsats 

and For the decoration of the images vari- 
Beooralioni: ornaments are used by the Mpim, The 

modern artists in making the images follow the 

old Indian convention. These conventions have grown up 

with the culture and civilisation of India. Many con* 

ventions are borrowed, so to say, from Indian literature* 

We get these traditional rules in our Ms. Pratima-laksa^a and 

other books. It says that the thigh should be decorated with 

hetaki flowers and other auspicious signs. The arms should 

be decorated like the cloud. The neck will bear various marks 

of rehhda or lines and the face will be like the candraman^la 

(halo of the moon). The lips will have the decoration of a 

Prabdla. The nose \vould be like a tila flower and the eyes 

like the petals of a lotus. 

The Ms. then proceeds on with the ornaments for images. 

It says—on the head of the pratimd would be a big crown of 

jewels (ratna) and the head should have blue hair. There 

should be some ornament on the forehead, as well as a 

fnakarakuri4ala. The image should be adorned with the 

necklace (fcdra), Keyura and cannavari. It should also have 

a belt round the waist {udarabavdha) as well as a long 

(68) Oh. l.aichs. 18, 
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$ulra. The pratimd should have various kinds of bracelets: 

hShmbandha (for the arm), manihandha (for the wrist 

and Kankanam. It should also have a ring, a KatiaHtra 

(a thread for the waist), yellow hdpdrta and nupura for the 

toe. The toe should be decorated with a ring of jewel. In 

the right hand, the image should have a cahra (disc) and in 

the other one a sanhha (conch). The pratimd should be placed 

on a lotus. The image, thus described, seems to be that of 

the god Vi^nu with his sanhha and cahra. There should be 

round the neck both ratna mald (the garland of jewels) and 

vaijayamdld. These are the laksanas spoken of by the former 

icdryas. 

In a later work called Sahrdaya4%ld by 6rl Rajanakaruy* 

yaka, we find seven kinds of ornaments for women spoken of. 

They are :— 

(0 ^ (k) 

{Si 

(v) msn 

Raina again is of 13 kinds : 

(0 ww 
(^) 

(Si 

(«) 

{%) 

(S) M 

Hema is of nine kiiuls : 

(0 (w) ^ 

(^) (S) 

(vs) gfq^fiT 

(c) «^cIS! 

iS> 5®^ 
(^o) 

(Ki) 

(U) 

(vs) 
<C) 1311*^ 

W «n<iKtVRi 



Agafti' Batna-hemamaya is of fdikr kindv: 

(1) which includes I 

(2) which includes tutf, I 

(3) which includes | 

(4) which includes snSKV, || 

Amftuki is divifled into four kinds : 

(1) (mnde of silk) (3) ^«r (silken cloth) 

(2) laifg (Tfiade of cotton) (4) ^4?Tr (woolen clotli) 
Mdl'ja (garland) is of eight kinds : 

(1) (5) 

(2) f^lRf stretched on the side (6) gqsiR: 

(3) 4l(H34 made of many flowers (7) 

(4) (8) camr 
Mandafktdt^vi/a includes ( muSk ) ^*«| 

(Saffron) (Sandal), (Camphor), 

(powder), ^51, (a red colout) | 

Yojana includes (1) and (2) 11^ fiVII (hair¬ 

dressing) and (3) i 

Prakirna is of two kinds (1) siwi and (2) 

Janya includes (1) WT3I9 and (2) I 

Niveaya ieclndes (1) Durva (2) Asoka twig (3) Yava 

blossoms (4) Kajata &c. 

It is said that these ornaments and decorations should vary 

according to deto (country) and time. 8® 

In Bharata’s NdtyaSditra also we get a description of 

various kinds of ornaments. According to Bharata th^ orna¬ 
ments of the body are of four kinds, namely, 

(40) Part V, Hinutyaiafan Ptms, BoatlMflsalr 



(a) (3) ^ (4) I 

•n^i nrludes kun^la .ind other ornaments of the ear. 

refers to angidn and other kinds of girdless, 

would include nupura and other ornaments, ancj 

would refer to the gold chain and other kii>ds a 

i}flpj||Iaqc. 70 

Bbarata then goes on to mention other kinds of oma- 

qflClits. He says that the decoration of the head are eudarntmi 

and MtJcuta (crown), for the ear Kunf^ia^ for the neck 

Muktavali, Harsaka and siitra (kind of necklace), for the 

finger, vatika and angulimudrd (ring), for the upper arm 

heyura and angada^ for the neck and breast trisara and hdra 

(necklace), for the waist tarala and autraka (belt), for the body 

hanging jewel necklace and garland. 71 

This is what we know of the decorations and ornamants 

from Bharata^s Ndtya'aaHra. If we study the specimens of 

(»•) 3^: I 
^ irai ii ii 

iWbr^nntgw (?) ii ii 

ii ii 

(<H) 
fqis ii rh ii 

Wf8«tafeg?f *81 II 
%3TW*ft ^ I 

II II 

«ii9Tcn i 

roi ^ II ^cii 



Indian) sculpture, we shall find how many different kinds of 

dress and ornaments the Indians used to wear. The Buddhist 

sculpture of Sanchi shows us that the Indians were in the habit 

of using turbans. Any Sanchi or Bharhut statue would show 

us the ornaments that were used by the male and female in the 

Buddhist age. In the Vedic period ' ornaments In the shape of 

necklets, earrings, anklets and bracelets were worn by both 

sexes and were usually made of gold.' From the Buddhist 

literature we learn that honourable crafts were ivory-working, 

weaving, jewellery and work in precious metals. (See —The 

Cambridge History of India, Vol. I, p. 207). 



CHAPTER VII. 

Va,$tfhlcJf$aiian. 

Another interesting branch of the Indian ^ilfai&6tra is the 

science of architecture {Viatu^iHra). We have already 

referred to the existing mass of literature on this subject. 

Unfortunately, ail the works written by Silf&odryaa have not 

come down to us. They have been destroyed by the cruel 

hand of destiny. We have, however, the names of these 

writers preserved in the Matsyapurayaip. They are known as 

VSttuatoffodetaka or instructors in the science of arehitecture 

and are eighteen in number. These sages are t(i} Bhfgu, 

(a) Atri, (3) Vasistha, (4) Visvakarman, (5) Maya, (6) Narada, 

(7) Nagnajit, (8) Vi^alaV^, (9) Puran^ara, (10) Brahma, 

(11) Kumlra, (13) Nandisa, (13 Saunaka, (14) Garga, (15) 

Visodeva, (16) Aniruddha, (17) 6ukra and ((8 Bfhaspati. 72 

Works of a few sages like Visvakarman, Maya and others 

are now existing. From their works we can have an idea as 

to how far the science of architecture of the Hindus had 

progressed. 

The VMut&ttra represents the Indian science of building 

not only houses for ordinary people, bat also palaces, halls, 

stables, forts, treasaryorooms, councibrooms for kings, as well 

as the laying out of villages and cities. 

(71) lga(tfspai^i|l, Ob, pSl, M », 



How should the Silpin proceed in building a house ? 

We get the answer in Kamikagatna, which lays down the 

following order s—73 

(1) The investigation of the suitabbe time for build* 
ing the house I 

(2) The fixing of suitable sites I 

(3) The examjnation of soils | 

(4) The performance of Sacrificial rites (ifij:) I 

(5) Places for different rooms in buildings. 

(6) The levelling up of the sites I 

(7) The placing of Samkti ( | 

(8) The foundations | 

(9) Laying out works | 

(10) Sacrifice to gods ( I 

(11) Verandas and open spaces in the building 

(12) Foundation-stone laying ceremony 74 

(73) The Indian Silpasastras or Manual arts by Mr. M. A. Afiattih- 

alwar, B. A., A. C. E., B. C. E., in Vedic Magazine, Aug, 1924 p. 809, 

(w) i 

efH: w*it ttm qfir j 

(KwU ktgMBA, M Xulftll). 
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About the proper time for building a house, the Hlfa texts 

like VUvakarmapraJcdsa, Yuktihalpataru 75 and others prescribe 

suitable rules. The Matsyapuranam^ 76 Ydstupralcaranam also 

give certain rules. I'he Visvakarmaprakasa holds that any 

one who makes a new house in the month of caitra suffers 

from disease, in Vaisdkha gets wealtth and jewels, in Jaiatha 

gtifc death, in daada servants, jewels, animals, in Srdvana 

friendship, in 6hddra loss of friends, in davina fighting, in 

K&rtiha wealth and haddy, in mdrgahlraa the increase of 

wealth, in Pauaa the fear from thieves, in the month of mdghd 

the fear from fire, in Ph&lgund the increase of fortune.’^ 77 

After selecting an auspicious moment for commencing the 

bjuilding, the^\ailpin should then proceed to the examination of 

t^ soil. The Tdstuvidyd lays down that the land which smells 

ghee is be^t suited for the Brahmins, which smells blood for 

the Ksatriyas, which smells rice for the Vaiayaa and which 

smells wine for the sudars. 78 

(76) P. 82, ». 212. 
(76) Ch 263, 8. 2-5. 

^ II II 
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Another rule for selecting the vMu land is t 

Sweet earth is for the Brahmins, 

Bitter earth for the Ksatriyas, 

Sour earth for the Vaisyas, 

Pungent earth foi the Sudras, 79 

The Silpa writers also say what sites should be avoided. 

They say : " Land at the side of a temple or in front of one, 

land forequented by devils and hobgoblins, land on the right 

side of a temple sacred to Kali, or land belonging to the high 

road, are not suitable for building-sites. Should, however, a 

man be so far lost to decency as to build upon such sites^ bis 

wife and children shall die, his cattle and all that he has will 

perish, and, alone in the world, he will wander from place to 

place, a beggar living upon alms. 

** The site of an old or ruined church {?), land In which 

snakes dwell, land upon which Pariahs resided, land upon 

which sages have resided, burning grounds, battle-fields, these 

are unsuitable for building-sites. Should a man build upon 

them, he and his relatives will perish, and the house will 

become a jungle.^' ^ 

The Silfin should then divide the site into sixty-four parts. 

About this ground-plan of the house, it is said-— Divide the 

site into sixty-four parts, the four central portions constitute 

Brahma’s place {Sthdnam), the four portions or rooms at the 

corner of Brahma’s dh&mm are for guardian demons, the eight 

portions or rooms adjoining these latter are for guardian deities, 

(79) iHlpa^trs by Rsv. J. F. Ksarns Indian 1876^ p. iSL 

(SO) IMp.S36. 
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the remaining forty-eight portions are for the use of the people.” 

It it illastrated by the following chart 

Chart of a house or ground-flan. 
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In constructing temples great attention should be paid to 

the gnomon, which i.s said to be " twelve fingers in length; 

three-fourths of which should be absorbed by the head (or the 

thickest part of the instrument), and the remaining one-fourth 

should taper off to a point like a needle, the whole being turned 

in a lathe and resembling in shape a conch-shell.” **2 

Of the various kinds of temples, Manasara describes the 

vim&naa or pyramidal temples. A vimama consists of from one 

(81) /iN4 p. sse. 
^8t) iMp. 188. 
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to t^^e3tpneSvAp4 roi^id^ qu^^ngql^ Qfe^ 
six or eight sides. 

It is said that *' Vim^nas arc of three sorts, distinguished 

one from another by the principal materials of which they are 

formed, as auddha, pure ; miara, mixed ; and Sankima, 

anomalous. An edifice is called Suddha which is compoied of 

but one kind of material, as stone, brick etc., and this is 

considered the best of all. Miara is that which is composed of 

two kinds of materials, as brick and stone, or stone and metals; 

and Sanfeirna is that which is composed of three or more 
kinds of materials, as timber, stone, brick, metal etc.” 

The temples have different parts, of which our Mpa 

writers say : 

** Temples consist of garbhagrha (the womb of the house), 

the arUardla (the anti-temple), and the ardha maivtapa (the 

front parties). The diameter of the whole length of the 

building, including the walls, is to be divided into four and a- 

half or six parts ; and the ga/rbhagrha to take up two, two and 

a half, or three ; the antardla, one and a-half or two ; and the 

ardha manti one or one and a-half.^’ ^ 

Varahamihira in his Brhatsamhita lays down several rules 

relating to temples. He says : 

Let the area of a temple always be divided <into sixty- 

four squares, while it is highly commendable to plan the 

middle door in one of the four cardinal points. 

‘‘ rhe height of any »emplc must be twice its own width, 

and the flight of steps equal to a third part of the whole height 

(of th^ edifice). 

** The adytum measures half the extent (of the whole,) and 

ha^.its separate walls all around. Its door is oneTourth of 

the adytum in breadth and twice as high. 

(8a) Essay on the architecture of the Hindus by Kim Bis, p. 49* 

(84) Ibid p. 48l 
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** 't*hc sid^-frame df the door has a breadth of one-fourth 

of the altitude ; like wise the threshold ; the thickness of both 

doorposts is commonly stated to be equal to one-fourth of the 
breadth. 

A door with three, five, seven or nine-fold side-frames 

is much approved. At the lower end, as far as as the fourth 

part of the attitude of the doorpost, should be statiohed the 

etatiies of the two door-keepers. 

Let the remaining part be ornamented with (scuiptured) 

birds of good augury, Srivrksa -figures, crosses, jars, couples, 

foliage, tendrils and goblins. 

“ The idol, along with the seat (t, e,^ pedestal), ought to 

have a height equal to that ol the door, diminished by one- 

eighth, of which two-thirds are appropriated to the image ifhd 

one-third to the seal/' 

According to the Indian Hilfdcdryas^ there are twenty kinds 

of temples. They are enumerated thus : 

(i) Meru. (ii) Kunjara. 

(а) Mandara, (12) Guhar&ja, 

(3) Kailasa. (13) Vrsa. 

(4) Vimana-figurc (14) Hansa. 

(5) Nandana. (15) Sarvatobhadra. 

(б) Samudga. (16) Ghata, 

(7) P^dma. (17) Sinha. 

(8) Garu^a. (18) Rotunda. 

(9) Nandin. (19) Quadrangle, 

(lo) Vardhana. (20) Octangle, 

All these different kinds of temples have been described 

by Varahamihira in his Brhataamhita, He Says : 

(i) " The Meru is sexangular, has twelve stories, variegat¬ 
ed windows, and four entrances. It is 32 cubits wide. 

(#) “ The Mmdara is 30 cubits in extent, has ten storeys 

mmi turrets,.. 

(85) J, B. A. B» (N.B. 
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(3) The Kail&sa^ too, has turrets, and eight storejn ; It 

measures a? cubits. 

(4) " The Vim&na is 21 cubits in extent, and has latticed 

windows. 

(5) The Nandana has six stories and sixteen cupolas ; 

It measures 32 cubits. 

(6) '' The Samudga (i. e. round box) is round. 

(7) '' The Padma (i. e, lotus) has the shape of lotus, 

measure eight cubits, has one spire and only one rtorey. 
(8-9) The Qoltu^ and Nandin show the form of. the sun- 

eagle, are 24 cubits wide, «must be constructed with seyen 

storeys, and adorned with twenty cupolas. 

(10) ** The Kunjara {i-G, elephant) has a figure like an 

elephant's back, and is sixteen cubits long, and broad at 

the bottom. 

(it). The Ouhardia likewise measures sixteen cubits. 

Both have a roof with three dormer windows, 

(12) . **The Vr9a{i.e,, bull) has a single storey and one 

turret, is everywhere round, and measures twelve cubits, 

(13) . " The Hansa has the form of a swan. 

(14) . The Ohata, being shaped like a water-jar, has an 

extension of eight cubits. 

(15) . "The Scirvaiohhadra has four entrances, many 

summits, many beautiful dormer windows, and five storeys, its 

extent being twenty-fiVe cubits. 

(16) . •' The 8inha is a building with twelve angles, and 

is covered by lions ; it is eight cubits wide, 

(17-20). The four remaining (namely. Rotunda^ Quad^ 

angle, octangle and sixteen-angle) are dark (in the Interior). 

The Quadrangle has five cupolos (whereas the rest have one 

only).'* 
Unfortunately, we donot find instances of all these kinds 

of temples in existence in India. The existing temples in India 

may be grouped under four classes, namely 

(8^ air-ssi. 
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(i). The Orissan type, specially found in Orissa. 

(a*). The Bengali type in Bengal. 

(3) . The Gujrati type in Gujrat, and 

(4) . The Dravidian or South Indian type. 

According to the ^ukraniti, however, tlicre are only six 

leen kinds of temples. U says : 

** (The temples are) to be of the M ru or some otlicr ol 

tl»c sixteen tyfes ; to be beautiful, rcuml, square or of some other 

mechanical form ; to liave M^nulapaa or lialls, walls, gopuras 

or central gates; to hive height twice or thrice the width, to 

have good images inside made according to tl:e i^rescribcd 

lules, to have water at the foot and to be well pair.ted or 

dscorated/’ ^7 

We give below the names of these sixteen kinds of temples 

with their characteristics: 

Type. Domes. Stones. 
Heigl.t 

in 
cubits. 

Width 
in 

cubits. 

1. Meru 1,000 I.COO 1,000 

« • Mandara «75 110 '^15 875 

2. RkTamAli 7C6 ?,6 7(’6 

4. Dyumani 670 84 670 670 

5. Chandra^khai a... 586 74 
1 

586 586 

6. Malyavan 5«3 65 513 513 

7- Parijatra 449 57 449 44f 

8. Ratnafii^a'i 303 50 393 393 

(ST). B. K. BsTkar4iikxsnitS, ch. IV. s^c. IV pp. 160-ltiT. 
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Type. 

• - i- , 

Domes. 
' Height 

in 
cubits. 

‘Width 
' In 

' cubits. 

9« Dhatuman 344 44 344 344 

lO. Padmakosa 301 36 301 joi 

11. Pufpahasa 363 3* 363 363 

12. 6lkara 330 28 330 330 

13. Swastika 201 25 301 301 

14. Mahapadma 176 33 176 176 

15- Padmakuta 154 >9 >54 >S4 

16. Vijaya >35 >7 >35 >35 
83 

If we compare this list of temples as given by the sage 

iSfakra and the one in Brhataamhitd^ we find only 

Mandara and Padma {mahdpadma) in common. 

The SuJcraniti describes the ifere temple thus: *• A 

Jferu temple is that which has one thousand domes, has *one 

hundred and twenty-five stories, is one thousand cubits wide 

and one thousand cubits high.’' 

The temple should have a mandapa or a hall which is to 

be adapted to each and one-fourth less than the" temple in 

height. 

There is an Oriya Silpa Ms. called Bhttvanaprav49a, 

which gives the names of several temples with their sketches. 

It belongs to Babaji Maharai^i, ton of Govinda Mahirifii 

of Puri. The reading of this Ms. unfortunatety {$ sp jgwiiipC 

(M) IMP. 187. 



that It if next to impossibly to restore the original yersion So 

we are unable to restore all the names given in that Ms. We 

can make out only the following names:— 

(i) Mahimerm (6) 6rl Vatsa 

(a) Mandara. (7) Nandi 

(3) ^ ^ Kailasa (8) Vr^a. 

(4) Bhadra. (9) Haxjfisa. 

(5) Kesari (10) Garuda. 

(ii) Laghu Vimana. 

The ground-plans of temples in North India are more 

rectangular. The Agni Furd^m says that the ground plan of 

every building should have four equal sides. The ground- 

plan of ordinary buildings is described in the Raja-MMaikda 

of RAjA Bhoja of Dhar and Silpa^slram, a (iUpa text from 

Orissa. In these books sixteen kinds of ground.plans are thus 

described: 

I. Ayata or oblong. 

9. CaimrdMra or square. 

3. Vftta or circular. 

4. Bhadra$ana or oblong^ with a rectangular cottrt*yard 

in the middle. 

5* CaJcra or disc-shaped. 

6. VUamav&hu^ linear or long and narrow with two 

unequal wings. 

7* Trxhona or triangular. 

8. ^ Sakitdkrti or cart-shaped or quadrangular, with a 

long triangular projection on one side. 

9. Da^4a or stalT-like or long and narrrow like a 

bari^cl^, 

10^ , F>anan9%h%iMn% or qu*idrangular, with the opposite 

aides hallow-arched, pr concave like the mouth of the miialcal 

Instrument called 
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II. Like the musical instrument muraja. 

13. Trh'inmuhha or wide-fronted. 

13. Tjdjana or heart-shaped like a palm-leaf fan. 

14. TT^r/nari/pa or circular wilh five projections like a 
tortoise with its four projecting feet and head. 

15. I>h%vu\ or arched like a bow, and 

16. SutpjL or liDrse-shoe'ShapeJ like the winnowing 
fan. t'O 

The from orissa gives the list in a d.fferenl 
manner We niny compare these two lists wiih profit: 

Rojcivihl {nil. Silpaidstram. 
I. Ayata ... Ayala 
2. Calurasra Caturasra. 

3. Vr'ta ... Chattra (Umbrella-like). 

4. Bhadrasana ... Bhadrasana. 
5. Cakra ••• Cakra. 
6. Visamavdhu ... ... Visamavahu 
7* Trikona ... Trikona. 
8. 6akatakrti ... Bakatakfti. 
9. Danila ... Dar^a. 

10. Panava ... Prana va. 
11. Muraja ... Murli. 
13. Vfhanmukha Gfhada. 
*3. Vyajana ... Vyajana. 

Kurmarupa ... Kurmaka. 
15. Dhanuh ... Dhanurakara. 
16. Surpa ... Suryaka.OO 

About the merits of all these different kinds cf houses it is 
said in the Rajamarianda : 

"The oblong insures success everywhere; the square 

brings in money; the circular promotes I;eaUh and prosperity; 

the rectangular with a courtyard fulfils all desires; the 

(8») Indo-Arys&t By Dr K. L. Mitr», Vol, I. p 54. ' 

(®0) fiilp»iaitr«n»(CulUck, 1»23). ch. I.g. lo-ir. 
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limetted-wheel causes poverty and the unequal-winged bereave¬ 

ment; the triangular makes (he owner a king, and the cart¬ 

shaped leads to loss of wealth. Cattle die away if the plan 

be staff-like, and vision is lo.‘t by the j)a,nava shape. The 

muraja shape causes ll'*e death of the owner’s wife ; the wide- 

front, loss of wealth; and the fan-shape, loss of situation. 

The tortoise leads to tl eft, so dees li e bcw-shr.pe , while the 

horse shoe form causes loss of wealth.’’0l 

The Vaaltt snstra also deals with the laying out of villages 

and towns. About the villages, the Vdsluidstra lays down: 

The village site should be divided into seven, eight or nine 

equal parts, both in length and breadth. Tlie central portion 

is called BrShma; those adjoining it Daiva ; those adjoining 

daiua^ Md)iu^a and the outside ones are called Patiaca. The 

Brahmin caste should live in the Brahma aid Daiva parts and 

the aitisans or labouiers and non-duija castes should live In the 

Paiidca part. 

** Outside the village site on the south should be the sheds 

for the cattle, on the north should be (lower gardens, on the 

cast should be horses etc., and soldiers and on the west the 

residences of austere persons. Inside the village site merchants 

should live in tlic south and labourers should be close to them. 

The quarters of brirk-makers should be in the east or north 

and near them should live barbers and such other artisans 

•ttg^'ged in various crafts. In the north west the quarters of 

fishermen should be situated. In the wert should be the 

quarters of men engaged in the trade of flesh. The quarters 

of oilmen should be situated in the north. All pails of the 

town should be supplied with water by means of cisterns, 

wells etc. 

In a town in which all the four clasfcs of people live, 

the king should hayc his own residence with its face towards 

(01) lado^Aryaa, Vet 1, pp. es-se alas 1. IMl. 



thMast or north. * On the, north-aaiil: .of the. 

should live ^eSrya, purohita and the ministers .with (s^rod^.t* 

places for fire and water. On the south east should firfr. i, 

places (kilns), stables for elephants, and. the accomf^oditiop^ 

for stoics. 

Beyond this on the east side should be the Kfatrjya 

and the principal artisans etc., dealing in perfumes, Rowers, 

corns, and (liquids) juice extracts. In the south-east quarters 

shotdd be situated house of the dealers in pots, (money-lending) 

accounts t.s, banks and shops of various products or articles. 

In the south-west part should be situated the store-iioute and 

arseftials of arms. Beyond these on the south should be* the 

reildential portion of the citizens, dealers in corn, dealers in 

manufactured articles, and heads of soldiers and police, dealers 

in confectionary, liquors and flesh, the residence of harlots and 

daheing girls and Vai#yas.**W. 

tadisn Enaiauriae Fhilnioalif Bf 

•-tl iiMy ^*** 
.f 



chapter VIII. 

Citra-Lah^na m. 

>Th# *new school of Indian Art under the guidance of 

Dr. Abanindra Nath Tagore tries to revive the old Sjrstern 

of Indian painting. They seek their inspiration from the 

specimens of Indian painting as preserved in Ajanta. and 

Bagh paintings. 

It is asserted by some European scholars that there' is 'no 

text in India about painting. This is far from the truth. 

In Vi§nfidharmotlaram we have a few chapters dealing with 

the science of painting, so also in Silparainam. The Tibetan 

version of Ciiralahacnom is also well known. 

About the origin of the science of painting, we get the 

, following story in CHralahsanam : In olden 
Origin of Painting. ^ i • ' ’ * j ol 

days there was a pious king named Bhayajit. 

Under him, all Ihe subjects were happy and prosperous. 

Once a Brahmin came to him crying—'* Oh king, there 

Is certainly sin in your kingdom, or why my young son 

will die untimely ? Please get my son back from the 

bther world.'' The King accordingly demanded the return 

• df the Brahmin son from the god Yama^ on whose refusal 

ft fight ensued. Yama was defeated. Then came Brahma, 

the creator, who told the king: "Life and death follow 

karma. Yama has nothing to do with them. You tather 

draw a picture of the Brahmin son." The king did so. 

PrahmS put life to that picture and told the king : " Aa 

you have conquered the Hagna pretax (naked ghosts) you 

will be, henceforth, known as Nagnajit^ you could draw 

this picture of the Brahmin son only through my grace. This 

Is the first picture in this world. You go to the 
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Vimkarmin, who will teach you crerythlng regarding 

tUravidjd.'* 

Thus, according to citralalcsanam^ the science of painting 

{eitravidyd) arose in this world. We, however, get a differeni 

story in Vifijiudharmoflaram as to the origin of this science. 

The rules of cifrd wtre cv( Ived by the sage Nirilyana for the 

good of ll.c world. It is said by the sage Markan^eya : '1 he 

two sagvis N.ira and Nirayana were engaged in penance at 

their hermitage of Vadari. While they we.c tlius engaged 

in practising penances, the a^yaarJ^saa came to cause hindrance 

to their penances. Roaming amorously and culling flowers 

they w'cre seen by Nflrayana, wlio could easily discern their 

purpose. Taking the juice of a mango tree, which CKcItes 

amour, he created tlie auspiciouj nymph with charming limbs 

by making a picture of her. The damsel, beautifully drawn, 

created through painting, in that very moment was endowed 

with large eyes. No goddess, no gdndhirTi, no wife of an 

aaura and no damsel, no \voman like her was (to be 

found) in the three world.*?. Having seen her, all the ten 

apaarasaa went aw'ay in shame. 

It is therefore, said that the great sage Narayana for 

deceiving the apaaroaae, created the most beautiful woman 

Urvaii taking the juice of a mango tree. By means of the 

science of citru she was endowed with beautiful form and 

became the best apeird. The great sage having thus created 

(the art of) c.7ra, with its rules, made the immovable 

Viavakarman apprehend it. 

Thus wc get two different versions as to the origin of 

ciira*vidyd. One version ascribes the origin to Nagnajit, 

while the other one to the sage NarayanWhoever may be 

(»3i Psrl I,ch. 120,s 110. 
(04) SUtU KramrlsotMTho yiv^adhannoUsTam p. tS. 

(OS) iktd. 
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the originator of this science, there seems to be no doubt that 

the science of painting was already prevalent in the Buddhist 

period. The king Prasenajit could boast of a picture gallery 

where the Bhikkhunis were forbidden to go. 

The earliest instance of Indian painting is found on the 

fresco in the Jogimara cave of the Ramgarh hill within the 

confines of the Surguja State. Dr. Bloch visited this cave 

in 1904 and assigned the fresco to the third century B. C. 

on the basis of a short inscription in Brahmi character, which 

is said to be contemporary with the fresco. Sir John Marshall, 

however, puts it to the first century of the Christian era. 

The painting of this cave is not clearly visible. Unless one 

looks carefully, one sees only a few crude paintings. On closer 

examination a few drawings with no colour can be seen. 

Evidently, says Sir John Marshell, the fresco has been repainted 

and added to by some untutoured hand at a time when most of 

its colouring had faded, and these few linear drawings are all 

that is left of the original work. It is, therefore, suggested 

that this fresco appertains to the early school.96 

We may place the paintings of the caves 9 and 10 of 

Ajanta to A, D. 100. 97 i hese are the earliest examples 

of Indian painting. 

The Indian literature speaks of sixty-four lialds or fine 

arts. Of these kalda, the sc ience of citra or painting occupies 

a prominent place. In his Kdmisufra VAtsyAyana gives 

citrorvidya the fourth place. It is, howev er, maintained In (he 

Vi^^udharmottararii that the science of painting occupies the 

first place among the fine arts and can givp even dharma, 

hSma, artha and mokaa. In whatever house a picture is placed, 

it brings good to that house. 93 

r06) Cambridge History of India, Vol. I pp. 6i2 643 
(07) Psroy Brown*Indian Painting, p 27. 

(98) wenit (W, 
vmA vpi ^ ev ^ qv (Part HI. 
ch. 45). 
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According to the Indian Silpdoarya$i there are four 

classes of painting, namely :— 

(1) Batyam or true to life, in an oblong frame. 

(2) Vainikam or picture with less grandure in a sqaal« 

frame. 

(3) JS^dgaram or of the citizen, in a round frame. 

(4) Mi^ram or mixed. 

These types are thus desc ribed in the Vi^nudharrnotharaf^. 

1, whatever painting (bearsl a resemblance to this earth, 

with proper proportion tall in height, with a nice body, 

round and beautiful is called Satyam, II. That is called 

Vainikam which is rich in the display of postures, maintaiiig 

strict proiX)rtions, placed in an exactly square field, not 

phlegmatic, not (very) long and well finished. Ill That 

painting should be known as ndgaram^ which is round, Wfith 

firm and well developed limbs with scanty garlands and 

ornaments. IV. (Oh) best of men the misram derived its 

name from being composed (of the three categories).100 

As in Indian literature, so also in painting, there are said 

to be nine kinds of rasa or sentiments. They are i~ 

(1) Brngdra or erotic. 

(2) Hdsya or laugh-exciting. 

(3) Karuna or pathetic, 

(4) Vxra or heroic 

(5) Raudra or furious. 

It is the fashion now a days 1 

these sentiments in the house. B 

(6) Bhaydnaka (fearful). 

(7) Bibhatsa (loathsome). 

(8) Adhhuta (strange). 

(5) Santa (peaceful). 

keep pictures depicting all 

our Hlfdodryaa lay down 

that pictures of all these rasas should not be kept in the 

house. It is laid down by the Hl-pa writers: •• Pictoree to 

embellish homes should belong to triigdra^ hJdsya andilfifi^a 

rosg. The rest should never be used (in th® hpwe) 

(99) Part III, ch. 41, 8. 1-6. 

(100) g. Kramrischpii^il^udhaniiottan m p* 48. 
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ftiryme.” It ii different, howeyer, with the palace of a king 

or tlte temple of a god, where pictures representing all the 

nine kinds of sentiments (rasa) may be kept. According to 

the it'Ipa texts: “Except in assembly (halls) of kings and 

in temples, the inauspicious, (as for instance) bulls with horns 

(immersed) in the sea, and men with their hands sticking out 

of the sea, whilst their body is bent under water, men with 

ugly features, or those inflicted by sorrow due to death and 

pity, war and the burning ground, should never be depicted.** 

What are the defects of a painting according to the 

Indian dedryaa ? The Indian ailpa writer- 
DefecU of a citra. . . i . . i. » . . 

maintain that indistinct, uneven and inartic 

olate delineation, representation of the human figure with 

lips too thick, eyes and testicles too big, and unrestrained in 

its movements and actions, such are the defects of a painting 

(eitra),' They also maintain that weakness or thickness of 

delineation, want of articulation, improper juxtaposition of 

colours are also said to be defects of painting. 

What, then, are the good qualities of a painting from 

the Indian point of view ? They arc said 

sweetness, variety, spaciousness of the 

back-ground, proportionate to the position of 

the figure, similarity to what is seen in nature and minute 

execution. The Vi§'i^harmottaram also says : * Proper position, 

proportion and spacing, gracefulness and articulation, resembl¬ 

ance, decrease and increase these are the eight good qualities 

of painting/ 

The modern writers on Indian Painting often refer to the 

six main canons which the Indian artists 

8tx limbs of used to follow. I'hose six main canons of 
Ifidisn Painting. , . , 7 . 

Indian Painting are known as aaaanga ox 

Six Limbs of Indian Painting. This aadanga is spoken of 

by YxiodhecOt the commentator of V&tsyftyana’s Kdfnasutra, 



yawJ/iara laid down that the artiste should pay epedal 

attention to the six main points which constitute the Sa^^a 

of painting. He enumerates them thus ; 

MHiwnk i 
?Trw II 

Dr. Abanindra Nath Tagore translates the Sa^ihga or 

Six Limbs thus: 

(i) Rupahh^da—or the knowledge of appearances. 

(а) Pramdnam—or correct perception, measure and 

structure. 

(3) Bhlvd—or action of feelings on forms. 

(4) Ldvanya-Tojanam^or infusion of grace, artistic 

representation. 

(5) Sddr^yam—or similitude. 

(б) Varnikdhhing% ?)—or Artistic manner of 

using the brush and colours. 

These six canons constitute the main principles of Indian 

Art. They were followed strictly by the Buddhist artists. 

It shows how the ancient Indians studied this branch of science 

carefully. The first ol these canons, Eupalheda^ indicates 

the study of nature, knowledge of the figure, landscape and 

architecture. The second canon, Pramdnam^ refers to 

anatomy and proportion. The third, Bhdva^ points to the 

effect of feelings on the forms. The fourth canon, Ldvai^yor 

yojanam, liies to infuse grace and beauty to the figure. The 

fifth one, Sddriaijain refers to the similitude of the figure with 

the real object. The last one, Varnikdhheda^ refers to the 

correct use of the brush and colours employed in painting 

These are the essential conditions on which the Indian artists 

had to pay special attention. We find these canons faithfully 

followed in the Buddhist frescoes of AjantA and Bftgh. It is 

interesting to note that the early Chinese artists also followed 

similar set of rules known as '• The six canons/’ first 
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mentioned in the sixth century A.D.iOi The Chinese might 

have borrowed the canons from India. 

In the Sanskrit liter ature we find several references to the 

art of painting. The kings were very fond of painting. 

In Kalidasa's drama we find the king Dusmanta 

making a picture of £iakuntalft himself as it was becoming 

too much for him to bear the separation of £fakuntal&. In 

Bhavabhuti's drama U^^iarararmciritcL we find Laksmana show* 

ing the pictures of the past lives of Rdma and SItA to keep 

SItft in good humour. From 6riharsa's description we know 

that Damayanti hearing of Nala had the pictures of Nala and 

herself painted on the wall. 

As regards colouring, the V^snudharmottaram says that 

OoloQTS in Painiing. 
the primary colours are of five kinds, 

namely, white, yellow, of the colour of the 

emblic myrobalan, black and blue. But the sage Bharata 

in his NdtyaMstra speaks only of four primary colours i $ita 

(white), nila (blue), pita (yellow) and rakta (red). It is for the 

artist to mix these primary colours. The sage MArkan^eya 

says that if the blues are transformed a great deal, green 

colour is produced. It is either pure, with an admixture of 

wbite^ or blue-predominating. One or more of these shades 

arc used as it is suitable to the special painting. Thus beau¬ 

tiful paintings should be made yellowish like the durvd 

sprouts, green like the wood apple and daik like the kidney^ 

bean. Blue tinged with yellowish-white becomes changed 

in colour and of various kinds according as either of the 

two (constituents) is present in greater or smaller degree 

or in equal parts. For that reason the blue lotus-colour 

{ni^otpalanibhd) appears beautiful when partly shaded dark 

like the mS^a, By proper selection and distribution of colours 

paintings become dcllghtful.^^ 

(101) Percy BrowQ«*Iiidiaix Painting, p. 21. 

(lOS) The Vianndharmottaram (Eng. Trans), p. 44. 
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BHuuraU in hi* NStycMatra speaks also of the combinMIlHi 

of the four primary colours. He says; 

Ri<i<Tf>WT!ql<i: ’rWr ^ li ii 

i3n?i% ii ii 

•flnWTh«HR'i»iir*hi'jnfr ^ 3Tni% I 

II II 
Thte combination of the white and yellow colours prodtiibes 

fdffdu (yellowish white) colour, that of white and red produces 

fodma colour, that of white and blue produces Kdfota (grey) 

colour, that of yellow and blue produces the harita (green) 

colour, that of blue and red produces the Kdsaya (reddish) 

colour and that of red and yellow is known as the ^cuim 

(yellowish) colour JO* 

Indian paintings were sometime executed on walls Or 

ClMses of painting. 
frescoes as in the Ajantft or Bftgh caves, or 
on board or on canvas. When a picture 

is on canvas or board, it is known as Pciia. In PafwxdaH we 

read how a picture on Pata should be made. We are told' bf 

its four stages; (i) Dhauta—to be washed, (2) OhdtHia^ 

rubbing with rice (3) Idnjchita—decorating it with the help 

of Ink and (4) Ranjita—painting it with proper colours.i04 

In a Buddhist Tantric work called dryamanjuirtmulahdlfa 
(published in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series) we getf«a 

description of Paia. (Vol. I, p. 131.) 

(108) Bharata's Natyaasstra, ch. 21. 8 60-62. 

(104) tm I 

qciiiwi(<t fir«^ «i38<nt 111 n 
nm ^ qs: n q n 

m: m^trfratsfif^raqvni^i 
qiqmft aifcmi: iqi^ q4t(jHinq. || q ||( V-V-1) 
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It 8a3r8: 

^ II 

^ %r I 

^ ^ ^ II 

3n?n^^F#%^^ II 
3RIJR i 

ar^%^ w ^rr^ ii 
^ qt ^ i 

iWTqo^qii^HH, II 
A picture (fata) sl.ould be painted on a new white tiloHi, 

having fringes. It should be two hands long and one .haild 

broad. It may be on (i) cloth {2) dtasya and (3) bark bf 

the tree, which must be pure and devoid of any itring. It 

fhoald be painted on a cloth which is not silken and on other 

things which has been well-described. 

It has been asserted by many European scholars that there 

is no 3ilpa6d8tra existing in India. We have shown how 

such a statement is far from the truth. A vast literature 

regarding SUfd has already been unearthed by scholars Hke 

M.M.T. Ganapati Sastri and others. Many other works are 

still existing in manuscripts and remain only to be^brought 

to light by enthusiast scholars. Many others have f^Min 

vlotim to white ants and hre. 



CHAPTER IX. 
Co'nlrihution of Indian Art, 

We have spoken here of the main principles of Indian 

V/iatu^^idyd (the science of architecture), praUmdlakfanam 

(the theory of sculpture) and dtravidya (the science of paint¬ 

ing). It is fortunate that these principles have been put into 

execution by the Indian artists in various examples of Indian 

monuments which are found scattered all over India. v^Jt is a 

significant fact that these principles found their way also In 

the Greater India. The vast pyramidal temple of Borebudor, 

the magnificient remains of Angkor Vat, the rich monasteries 

of Burma and Siam—all point to the spread cf Indian Art 

abroad. The Buddhist images of Java, China, Siam and 

Burma, the statues of Hindu gods, specially of Ganesa, Siv|i 

and others—all are the examples of Indian art abroad. 

The extant monuments of Indian architecture and 

sculpture donot go beyond the age of Asoka, the Maurya 

Emperor. It is surprising how Indian sculpture and architec* 

ture flourished all on a sudden in the third century before 

Christ. The excellence of execution of the monuments of the 

Mau-ya period betrays the existence of a pre-Asokan school 

of Art, or else it would not have been possible for Indian Art 

to make such notable progress in the very period of its birth. 

There are very few monuments anterior to the Maurya 

period. The only exception which can be traced back to the 

Vedic Age is the well-known mounds at Lauriya Nandangarh 

in Bihar. These mounds were opened by Dr. Bloch, who iden* 

tified them with the Smaidna or the burial mounds of the 

Vedic period. Dr. Bloch placed them in the seventh or 
dghth century B. 

<10S) Osmbridfs History of India p. Oie. 
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Of the Asokan period we have—the remains of a pillared 

hall at Patna, a group of rock-cut shrines in the Bar&bar 

hills in Bihar, a small monolithic rail at Sarnath, stupas 

of Sanchi and Sarnath, various pillars and three statues, 

two of which are in the Calcutta Museum and the Parkham 

statue at Mathura. 

The Sarnath Capital has been described as the product 

of the most developed art of which the world was cognisant 

in the third century B. C.—the handiwork of one who had 

generations of artistic effort and experience behind him/ 

During the second century B. C., when the 6ungas were 

supreme in Northern India, we have the notable Buddhist 

sfupa at Bh/lrhut in Central India. It was discovered by Sir 

Alexandar Cunningham in 1873 and the remains have since 

then been deoosited in the Calrulta Museum. The gate (torana^ 

and the railing all round are richly sculptured with the Jdtaha 

scenes or the story of the dream of Mayft, or of Jetavana. 

Along with this we must take into consideration the 

well-known railing at Buddha Gaya and the famous gateways 

of Sinchi. The main interest of Sanchi centres round the 

Great Stupa with its four gateways, which are also richly 

sculptured with J&taka scenes. In the execution of these 

sculptural work*?, many hands had to be employed, so the style 

could not be uniform, ' yet there is none of the clumsy, im¬ 

mature workmanship here which we noticed in the inferior 

carvings of the balustrade round the smaller stUpa and at 

Buddha Gaya/ 

In Western India, we have many examples of chaitya 

halls, namely, those at KondAne, Pitalkhorft, Ajanta, 

BedsA, NAsik and Kirli. The chaitya hall of Kftrii is the best 

and finest of all. 
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Gupta Afje is the-glorious ^poriodifin ^tbe ir^Wstory of 

Indian Art. Itsaw the rhse pf the Samath .Sfchool/ whkh 

produced many beautiful imagoes of Buddha. 

The history of Indian Architecture ran also be -read in 

magniflcient temples of Bhuvanesvara^ 'Purl, and also 'bf 

Southern India with OojpuTaa and of Bengal. 

The science of Painting also saw its deveiopment in the 

%eauttful paintings of A)anta, and Bagh caves. These are ^tlte 

emtribatiosis^which Indian Art.has made to ^the development 

of Indian culture and civilisation. 



APPENDIX I 
Text Of 

MAVASASTRAM 





5mng3^i 
gs^riw i 

^iwviw fiTRin ^ ftronronn in 
^ JTOTfJWRTH I 

jftnunw «r«aT JHIB *WRTWnf H ^ tt. 
g iRFTO i 

g^ sRigtfRwgjcgw«^ n 
nnrf)M<:«iH4w % iciniHgWHw«li 

npgqgy ;fwnwng*4^ I 
iwiwfii4>t HP# y aw^nw^i a»^» ^n 

^1W»»W8w>gi 

JTTwg^wphr «infPT% n?[ifnT i 
nig#g ^gicg^m^rdi ii % ii 
«wdw^ g JWT jowg^g I 

?nr <:^wgi:gy<i i 
sn^ftro ?rnT?f( ^ ?rtn ii 'a» 
^ wgwt^of sargcg^tq?^ I 

dwnnni?^ giH<(ugftn^dYii«; u 
jf)ir n^niamft^sgdgi 

Hwi^uigi^ iftnuugwftfgai ii i N 

* From Mayavagtu with fkugw no(M, Pablished by V. Bama 
SwAmy Saatrulu St Sana, Hadras (1916) 



( « ) 

N lo n 

3r?n?n ftfgPi ii \R « 

^Tn[T!X5ft*n Nf il M 

ITR!J^*yi^iii<!fti II Vi II 

^3n|3(^ ^irpi.Tf3?WR?r: i 

w^fr^ f^tt II n 

^5fh%fJT*!P!n^ I 
ft«n4 arTg[iq*iw^»^ i 

*fNrr f^JTWfTT jflwr 55?TSTrir sTri^rgu^rt: i 

^ sci^wswq;^ i 
*^g^s5Tfitjrr*Fg 5rapmg^N^ I 

firmer ug«Bi8Hf>H» 

II \\ N 

jtM^4*i<-gg^r<THi iwrpjnv^ qmQ«^w4it i 

Ir^r ^»nft«ITg<f^ TOT I 
«?%<R g f^ronr *i?r: i 

«*li^igi^M=qRl^g[ II t\» N 



( ) 

TO^^nnis ii l«? H 

?T^ <%II5T^?*TW>rPT I 

gwwn? ft[»p!imnTPT^ 

^’fteg^r: »Tft«F5»T*ri^ II It II 

^ f=dd*Twi|jqi 

I 

I 

wrc^TOTTnnsir 

3 ’Tfigw ^*n3. ll ^o ll 

i«Rtiio3 nnWr ?ftH i 
«^j«it^n!i«K *8r ^ ll M 

iR^s^T 15?^ ^ wmpmgsrbs^p^ II II 

3 II It 

TOI*4jgl^t ^TOUCTHRC^ II II 

qs^r^ 3 w«n i 

$P?rtr> W^JTIiTWT: q»«fWR[. H II 

n«rHi 3 ft:«nn i 

wm sRTwro irs *i^% ^ Orvirodn, i 

sTEi^i^ *i%3.ii ^%. ii 

^?T«Tl33^vrew fR 3 »raiini,i 

sihBl ^a*nin^% w ’<>• * 

n^f^nr'i^ftnn^m.i 

^<¥iyi «i<t*4^im<i II ^*5 w 



( % ) 

*i{A^ I 
— ^ r»v * ^_*s^ ^ rs 
nwTwrnr 

ftnnw ^ 41 Rt ii 

tTTOTff I 

«i!^ «n]^r«T i 

gn:*im i 

f%^STTTft[g^5tg3^rsA?Tg. I 
ntwij t*4Qi*l<il<!i*qm4ii 

«rir «n?FT wisrt^^ I 
git giciitgwftgc*^ I 

»T4y:ftg<HW4W siTOit H » 

g sfTQiEPin^f^fsn^ i 

qg<in.a4<^ ii h 

5*m «r <i'af^«r4 'honsa^: n v< u 
M'*iii4%jfa 5ia% aar ii ii 

irs ava arRiga ii u 

ft#ft-s«rnr: 

Wfimt I 

aat4wi*a afir^at n t H 

aaftajua.’Bgaj^aaH arli ffa^af^M a n 

ijaaafiraRr g aarart aivi m « 

t^f^rtaf^Wipa aia«t%c I, 



( « ) 
II « II 

55[mf g wn^winrf^ ii k ii 

*iH*iwiy«lw<i4< II \ II 

wTO?g *ram ii vs n 

^gpwF snfireftiryM; i 

^rs *r£^ ^ ^5ir ^w«i^ ^snig ii«; ii 
ftF«nwcg ^ g ii 111 

gtgvrng »i g^[mg ^w>g ^rog ii ^o r 

<TOTPifg^y5i^ ggi«nv»TTlSt^g?!i: ii ii 

H il 

sTFiwi^ndtf^rwr «Rr ii i\ ii 

«nrarrt^rt^ wi^ »iwa4^ rpt^t | 
^ II \k. n 

»wrgg ?rof i 

g *k?:^ g^r «f^ il \\ ii 

fiigg<ii8W ^ g i 

<il(^wig gg^i sl^ gw ii ^vs n 

^arg^ ftg<wgg^ ^nSwfii<il i 

ibMUi^gnw g «i^ wg^4^ i 

g II ^t; II 

w <nft i 

wst4v fitW ww II U ii 

gj^taniwg i 

irgi <itgf giftiir f»rt^ ???5lg r ro r 



( *5 ) 
irmifisif ^ ^ n n 
«rnnf^ g ^«ii«i^4iiciii4i^ i 

wwrf^ ii h 

»ngfirrm g^;i^ i 

^wfe srrj: ’cqTO’Hii ii ii 

»F5 ?:mg«T gii i 

«T^ II II 

sff^*n^«n%WR^ I 

Kn I “srg^riJtw 

ftit % *frf^ I 

II til 

wTwN^nsrrdw^rf^ n ^ 

jiftnn «rf^ fiMt fii«nt<ift I 

ftrt w f%»w II ^ n 

Hmif^4(C|«IHI^^^^| %^<s^ I 

mtm f%(%flgan II« N 

ftfi&mr flgfe«nfr vwvnwitm k i 
WT«i|«l ftrt fffeir ^ i 

«Ht«^ sr%m nftir ^Rn!ii^ i 

gsrcri^ si|^ ^ ^ I 

vmt «% i 

vi«f|€ii w njp m iNn; Prwuim i 



^<rwm qiTcft^-g «br:4>;^i 

fmcfe ^ wm «r q^>ift«i^<ai *r^ ii v» ii 
1 liQlLJL^^ iL-4^ j IjC! k xc:r« i 

M s; II 

ttH 5:^ ^pirn^««. 11 

«fifti«Ki'Hii^Pi+»!i5i %feqsrf 5f3^ igwi^H, i 
’ C’tTm I :L>iL*i'i'LnL«irii 

M|J(4?:4|^ inwf^r: ftrfl«TfT N Ko N 

m€r ^^Sg^ii^Bii 1111 

qnrq 1 

*^5: (^WFHMift-^ni<Ui» n H 
I’Pifg^^rs fim ^^phj wa^^r: ^ nf^ 1 

TTStM >!T^HI<!W4|^>^: I 

H*nqtm ?w: ftrtgqf>’^fi*i: 11 U11 

^aiffjjEnsnpT wns^ wi*fw?r^ i 

«ri*g Ii in II 

«H!j^ ^ f%35ng fSir^ 5P^Rr s^wr^ i 

gFggi ^ ^0m Ii Kk, 11 

gr^ig^whjfgcftinBfr gng^wif n i 

i^CTVFq<gigwj ^*i4gwi y vskrx i 

ggwf faimwi w g]|^ ftfMfirm i 



( Ko ) 

qcJtpfeftr^ «i»^ fijsnpiftr ii I*; n 
^ «T ^ » 

dt^HT tl<i«»qw fj^t I 

Pb^g^Tgft HITT W*g<iW|1 ^ I 

%«r I 

Ir^ n^agN^q^qi I 
«inc?ft M«n^igin^<^<!fl ii U ii 
€f|jf^4l1<JJ«liT^ ^ Jifwwni^^ ^ I 

^g^(%«li:iUIM«l ^wcir??: I 

f^?5^ srJ^rsrar H!it% fim i 
««i<ai 5!n5^ II II 

^ (^g«Twi^oi qgR^rq^i 

««nnR^n ^ wr«\ ii n 
»TRn fS^wr g^t ^g^wrr: i 

»TRrmi (^^r(^Wi g^w i 
f^p«n«ii g?i II ^ii II 

^ «n5=^ ^ vjgw ii HH ii 

fti^gaii ftwngan I'jb^'ftgs^r gtftwrr i 
ftr^RT ’fifeqjT I# fijfeqwiw^ ann^ ii H 

W5PT gt^<iig<wi<i I 
^g^«a<nng <Tgi<wi ^ i 
vwir: %wrt^ imnv yr^mr^^gaH^i 



C \K ) 

wPr ftftiwi 

^ntFRi^ n w^^im^n^wk N i 
5*|3j5f 'W<i5i> 5 ^^PWBRnwsm 

’Pin^ ^ i 

*11% ^15^* fic*n% * 

f^nn%%v «n^ «l|i^ <i«tif^ 

%tmPi q^*ii%«i ^111% > 

^m\9i grcfe gan^. M u 

fnrfir ^i^q^rr «*n^ i 

^ «r ^?Rn*ar i 

«n*% II \o N 

ft5^r »ll4ft»l>*H nw: I 

fi»n^iniP% *13111% II XI u 

*g«Tfs«»Pi: I 

«%y: 3i*% ?%n?T5 iRui^ II ^ II 

i%5ii% niS^nn^ il ^ l 

*IKWlS<^ ^311% II X II 

qftwit ftptniT i 

s qwnut w ^ H 
g ftwit TOirt Wfeflw% I 



( ) 

ww mrt «T^ u ^ n 
gro^<« i 

ahs«i4g«i«iiR «» 

fir<iRi^ wrRW iiMT<Tnnfii I© ii 

IL k n L! I 11; kif r© i 

wmm II 



APPENDIX n 

DESCRIPTION OF 

(i) Pratima-Laksana-Vldhanam 

(il) Pratima-mana—laksanam 

(HI) Samyak-Sambuddha-bhasita- 

Pratlnia>laksanam 





( lit ) 

i. Pratima-Laksana-Vldhanam. 

This Ms. belongs to the Visrabharati Library 

(No. 1086). It is written on palm-leaves in Malajalam 

character. There are 94 folios containing the text 

and in each page there are seven to eight lines. The 
size is 15" X i-5.'' 

The text contains SilpaiHstra as is clear from the 

contents given in the colophone. At the end of every 
chapter, there is written ^ except in 
the last. Neither the name of the copyist, nor any 
date is given. 

The colophon of contents is this;— 

.R (Page is referred to) 

. \ 

.  vs 

. 

. 

"prjftr.Vi 

. 

. 

. 

.It 
.. 

. 

.M 

awtiT 
W!¥IT:. 

.n 
. 



( w ) 
MKMKflWia.« 

Here the colophon suddenly stops. Next comes 

a blank leaf, after which begins the text with in the 

left margin:— 

mti 

It ends thus t— 

ifWl^TmSR^ I 
After this text is a blank leaf. Then iollow four 

other written folios which begin thus t— 

Some leaves of this text are certainly missing as 

the first line begins with the middle of a letter in the 

middle of a sentence, thus;— 

t etc. 
This part of the Ms. seems to deal with the rules 

about temples, because at the end of the chapter we 

have •* 

After this begins the chapter on PrattmU-lak^a- 

9aip from which we quote a few lines:— 

W9 ^ ii 
[ atrftnqf^ « 



( iv* ) 

gKt<TjlWf - vf^ n] 

'j«l.<^vii w«nn^ giT^ II 

^TP^gpriniR ^tw^: i 

«»faT ^ II 

«n»i5w^ llrvflw^ i 

5Twa^ ^5 g«JTR fk^vxk ii 

f%:?rftnar :?RT!X?f3i^ i 

^ mk BCR^R :?Rn’5»J?: ii 

4^»TivimtT«n»if afjrwingi?rq<!l»t^ i 

^ T8rni??rRm 5«*i: ii 

wtik q^iT^9RR ?wri I 

^«Fr RnwftJTf^ g^RR fRvftR?ir it 

«= «! * <i! 

RT5R?wftR»‘a^RB% irg^ftRirg ii 
ggi: qt-^otiinmsii^ i 

Tt5ir*pft«n> sjNf^iwg ii 
Rwg^ g in TgR<^t%<r«f ?fl^ii 

wa w^sR qm;<ii4 f%«R «i^« 
g’SFw g wg i 

f%g; u 

RRTiRif^rrojR «rwwtgiTf^>5fl«^ i 
■Hvj|ji-tiH>a*iKi ^wtRngftrRg 

^5tR!tRr>rfi%R ^ig i 
^aiRUreiT ^CRRIiBt ’STTRRTWr f^PsftR^ II 

fiarwRf II 

ffg 
<jiR<jgAwyT afjTRt^^RVTR 

R^RtiVRR: II 
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II. Ms. of Pratima-mana-laksanam. 

A copy of this Ms. has been presented to the 

Visvabharati Library by the Nepal Durbar. Its 

Tibetan translation also exists. It begins thus;— 

It ends thus:— 

II 

^nTiHUi 

III. Ms. of Samyak-Sambuddha-bhasita- 

Pratima laksanam. 

This Ms. is also from Nepal. Its Tibetan trans* 

lation also exists. It begins thus :— 

«I^58CFt II 

5?[t vnrsTTs^Sm^ ftfdNJfi 
Its ends thus t— 

HtVTl 5Tt^ «T ?r3|B II 
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